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Chapter I
Introduction
1
The beginnings of civilization are usually feeble
and obscure, but v/e do linov; that the nost progress v/as made at
first in conjunction v/ith agricultural pursuits. Perhaps one
of the most ancient e::amples of cultivated plants is in a
dra-..ing representing figs found in Egypt in the pyramid of
Gizeh, estimated as being about four thousand years old* In
northern Europe v/here nature did not provide a productive
climate agriculture was introduced at a much later period, and
bronze assisted men to eke a living from the land. Llaize,
tobacco^ and the sweet potato were cultivated in the Americas
about two thousand years ago. Then agriculture was the means
to life for all and men proOuced enou' h for their ov/n consumptit
primarily, and not for trading purposes errcept in minor instance:
Each unit w'as of a self sufficing nature.
The pastoral stage in agriculture is taught us in tl®
[Bible. "And abram went up out of Egypt, he and his \;ife, and
all that he had, and Lot with him, into the South. And Abram
was very rich in cattle, in silver, and in old. And Lot also
which went with Abram, had flocks, and herds, and tents. And
the liind was not able to bear them, that they might dwell
together. And there was strife betv/een the herdsmen of Abram
k
cattle and the herdsmen of Lots cattle: and the Canaanite and
the Ferizzite dwelt in the land. -<Jid Abram said unto Lot,
let theie be no strife, I pray thee, betw'een me and thee, and

etween my herdsmen and thy herdsmen; for vie are brethern. Is
not the whole land before thee? And Lot lifted up his eyes,
and beheld the great plain of Jordan, that it vas well v.'^ered
|
3very;;here, Abram dwelt in the land of Canaan, and i-ot dwelt h
bhe cities of the plain, and pitched his tent toward Sodom.'^
£ere, it is evident that a se tied agriculture had an early
beginning, for the references are made of thr-eshing grain, and
the cultivation of plants in the Old Testament.
Agriculture in Greece \/as left to the bailiffs and
t
laves at an early period, for Greek civic life began to
evelope v/ith a certain irresistible attraction^ similar
attraction is constantly e::pressing itself on our own present
farm population, and in many instanc e farming v/hich in fact
requires all the elements of a slcilled \/orlcer, is left to hancb
which are not naturally suited to an agricultural career, a
great era of importation of foodstuffs began in early Greek
civilization. Athens found it easier, but fatal in her history,
to purc..ase agricultural produce with money obtained fr*om her
allies or extracted from mines, than to cultivate the surround-
ing rugged countryside.
In connection v.ith this examination of early stages
in agriculture with the purpose of indicating that our own
f
roblem is not so very dissimilar, a selection from the works
f IJarcus Porcius Cato might be appropriately quoted.
"in buying a farm, notice hov; many wine presses and
jars there are; where they are lacking one can infer wliat yieU
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3there is. However, it is not the amount of equipment but what
is accomplished with it that counts. V.liere there are few
mplements the farm v,-ill not be e::pensive to operate. One
should realize that with a farm not less than with a man, no
matter how much it produces, little gain will be left if the
farm has a habit of spending. If you have bought a farm of
one hundred jugera, in the best location, it should be planted
as follo'..s: first a vineyard, if it promises to yield well,
second a watered garden, third an osier bed, fourth an olive
orchard, fifth a meadow, si:::th a grain field, seventh a
woodlot, eighth a cultivated orchard, and ninth an acorn grova
AS a young man, the farm ov-rer should plant his land with care
but build only after long reflection. Planting does not require
reflection, but action, when you have reached the age of
thirty-six, then you should build if you have a fam well
planted. In building do not let the farmhouse be insufficient
for the farm, or the farm for the house. The farm owner should
have his country house ’.veil built, with oil and wine cellar, and
many jars, so that he may wait for the highest price; a home,
in short, v/hich v;ill ce to your profit, your credit, and your
reputation. V.lien the owner has come to the farmhouse and has
greeted the household, he should go over the fain that same d^*
if possible; otherwise the next day. ’fhen he finds how the
work of cultivation has gone, what ss'r.s are done, w'hat
undone he should call the overseer the next day and ask him
what work has been done and what remains to do; whether enough
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has been accomplished for the time spent, o.nd v/hether he can
get the rest done, also './hat has been hcjr'vested of vine, grain,
and all other crops, '.'.lien there have been rainstorms see how
many days, and what work could have been done in the stormy
I
time: washing and pitching the wine jsxs, cleaning the barn,
transferring grain, carrying- out the manure and mailing compost
heaps, cleaning the seed, mending old ropes and making new;
and the slaves should have mended their own rough garments and
hoods. On feast days the old ditches could have been repaired,
and the public road v/orked, brarables cut dov.'n, the gai-den
spaded, the meadow cleaned, writhes bound, thorn hedges tri?r.:ed,
I
the cosjcse meal ground, and cleaning done generally. (Hot so
much cooked food should be '•iv'n slaves as when tliey are working
in good weather and in open fields.) Then tal:e account of
mone;' on hrnd, -rain, oil, what has been sold,ai1at profit has'oeen
m.ade, what remains on hand, and what is ready for sale. He
I
should sell the oil if he can get his price, and the v;ine and
'rain left over. *.et him sell the old o;-:en, the blemished
cattle and sheep, the v.'ool, hid s, old warons and iron tools,
old sick slaves, and whatever else is super flous. The farm
ovmer should be a seller, not a buyer. Ik'O things in
particular, Italians seem to consider in farming, whether
enourh crops can be raised in proportion :o the c::pense and
labor, and ‘..'hether the place is healthful or not. Anyone
who cultivates such places and neglects either of these points.
is insane. Ho sajie nan should be willing to put outlay and

eiMpense upon care of a fsxm, if he sees that these are likely
to be lost b3’ reason of a bad clinate. fever buy any utensils
v/hich can be made on the farm by the servants. Tools v;hich
cannot be produced on 'the estate, it they are bouyht v.'ith an
eye to usefullness rather than beauty/, v;ill not by their cost
diminish your profit."^
The above has been included particularly because of
evidfiwt conclusions v;hich may be observed more especially in
relation to rhe a; ricultural problem today. Among the notat-
ions ..’hich should obviously be made is the e::press point of
rigid econom.y on the farm, seeing to it that the farm is not
a spending proposition. There are many mechanizations toda^/
nhich deliberately im.pel the spending motive, iidvertising,
and the idea of the farmer to outdo the city in its irrestible
features are but tv;o of the ms.ny modern effects v.hich have an
indirect tendency to cause the farm to spend. further
notation should be ade with Cato’s reference to the proper
consistency of a farm. The modern purveyor of advice would
seem to briefly describe it as "diversification” of crops. It
is further suggested by this ancient v/riter that each farm
should in fact maintain its ov/n "ever normal granary" v;herever
it is feasible, in order to regulate the sale of farm produce
v.'ith the market price fluctuations. He also sug'-'Csts means of
Individual farm management and accounting procedure not unlike
systems .vhich are advocated and used in our present ti -e.
1-A*dapted from De Agricultura, E.G. Hour se, Agricultural Economicij
pg. 51.
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6v/ord of advice is given in the matter of purchasing agricultural
implements, for their usefullness and serviceability and not
their eye appeal. No small quantity of implements are actually
purchased on the basis of the latoer observation, and then such
equipment is left to rust a.nd deteriorate into .I'unk at the far
end of the corn field. All of this in addition to the consid-
eration of sub m.arginal land operations is an inherent part of
our problem, and has been met by various and sundry means,
including a wide and ambitious educational program. The actual
likeness of these old observations to the present day situation
will be apparent as we proceed.
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Chapter II
Background
Since the iirjuediate "background of our ov/n basis of
agricultural progress is derived from the English system, in
large part, it is necessary that we examine certain salient
characteristics of farm growth in England, and how they were
transported to the United States. It is natural, however, that
such a system, would change radically in a place of a.bundance of
land, and ultim.ately a broad extensive type of agricultural
development would predominate for a time at least.
How the manor system and representative government
developed in England from the early Anglo-Saxon civilization
is largely a question which history has been unable to answer
except in a rather indirect way. Of course, some fragmentary
evidence appears from tim.e to tim.e, giving m.ore definite clues
but on the v;hole such evidence is not wholly satisfactory.
During this early period it is known that different family ;groui:
were settled in self contained agricultural units with dwellings
and other necessary buildings as for example the smithy and
the mills. It was the custom of this early time to divide the
arable land into strips and the waste of the strips was the past
urage. These units were grouped into hundreds or "hides" which
enabled a complete or omization in the interest of mutual defens
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8against enemies and for administrative and judicial purposes*^
fhe invaders of England also brought with them a system of
chieftainships or kingships. These small groups emerged into
the pages of history free or half free people. Each family
lived by its own efforts largely with no assistance from others .
The settlement of large issues which concerned the whole
community within a given region was accomiplished through the
media of periodical general meetings. The Is.nd vrorked by theas
people was apportioned by the whole group at these mieetings,
and it was customary to allott the land in strips. One man
might have several strips of land, but they would not all be
together, but rather scattered among those of his neighbors.
The village implements which were too m.uch for one family to
manufacture, as plov/s^were collectively owned and used. The
system of the rotation of crops was decided upon at these
general meetings, as well as such matters which would determlTK
what land xias to be used as pasture. The strips which each
individual held were divided into three, usually, great open
fields. It v;as the custom to cultivate t' o of these fields
and the third would lie fallow each yesjr. The pasture was
open for the use of all men, although in some instances the
number of cattle which a person might put out into pasture v;as
regulated according to his actual land holdings. It was upon
this system that feudalism was super imposed. The lord of the
area under the feudal law ovmed all the land and as the m.asta?
of all inhabitants. But in fact the lord usually was not I
l-’7ingf ield-Stratford-The History of Brit. Civilization, Pg. 42.
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L . a tyrant for his rights were often defined very minutely by
these various village communities.- It is natural that some
communities were able to flourish while others just seem.ed to
exist. To a large extent this was due to the ability and
other personal attributes of the lord of the village. Also
there were variations of the system just described depending
largely upon whether its derivation was of Celt, Teutonic or
Rom*an. But the essential characteristics for our purposes v/ere
the same. Variations in the rural population would change the
exact form somewhat in order to meet the needs of those v;ho
lived on the land. ror example, if the population were small,
obviously there would be plenty of meadow and arable land for
all, and allotments would take place over a. greater area than
were the reverse condition of population true. The tenant
farmers of this period were generally free in every sense
except in their being bound to the soil. Of course, there
were many slaves v/ho tilled the soil at this time too. The
tenants paid rents either in money or in kind to the lord and
could not commit themselves in marriage to any who were
dependent upon another lord. This aristocratic system was
.^nown as the manorial system. Of m.odern significance, it is
interesting to observe that the system of cooperation which
determined in some cases what crops v/ere to be planted and wben
harvested ring of present day effort in domestic allotment
procedure. The difference being, of course, that these early
l-1'/ingfield-Stratford, The History of British Civilization, Pg5D.
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people were concerned -..dth an economy of scarcity whereas v;e
are dealing with an economy of abundance. It is of particular
interest to note that the same general type of planning is used
to solve both situations. The manorial system of villeinage
passed with the commutation of rents where payment could be made
in money rather than kind.^ Here the farmer worked for himself
and paid a rental fee for the use of the land in much the same
w^ay as does the modern tenant xiho is not a sharecropper. The
Black Death too had its effect in tl is change. The decline in
rural population made it difficult for many manors to be
cultivc.ted as a unit, and in order to attract new tenants m.ore
attractive leases had to be offered. The same fundaj.’.ental ru!b
of attraction, or supply and demand, is used today in the
matter of corporate stock and bond issues and the sale of the
most trivial novelty. The power of the landed aristocracy v.as
thus limited in a degree.
In conjunction v;ith the Industrial Revolution the
early part of the eighteenth century also saw the rise of
fervent desire to effect a similar improvement in agriculture.
The productive system of the traditional open field system was
out of date and desires to improve the situation were manifested
in several w'ays. This desire did not comie from the uneducated
yeoman who barely eked out a living from the soil, but rather
from the upper strata of the social structure of England. Even
Queen Caroline, the w'ife of George II subscribed to the
L-Usher^ The Industrial History of l.ngland^ Pg. 151,
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publication of ”HorEe Eoeing EuBbandry" Although the nev/
system of enclosures did s.nnihilG.te the yeoman freeholders it
must be said in justice that the spirit of the great landovmeis
even in their most secret confabulations v;as one of complete
beneficence. The land '/as not producing one half of v/hat it
might and they desired to do something about it for the nations.1
welfare. Two of the greatest innovators of the new system ueis
Jethro Eull, who invented a seeding drill, and Robert Bahewell,
who contributed considerably to the art of stock breeding. '
This enclosure movement consisted of the consolida.tion of the
small scattered strips of land of which we have briefly,’ consid-
ered. into solid blocks of land operated by single individuals,
usually the la. rge landowners who were able to increase their
holdings as a result, ’fith the increase in the size of a
profitable farm the la.nd was more difficult to secure by the
ordinary people and hence social distinctions became more
distinct. The enclosure acts of Parliament resulted in the
sale oT land not so much because the owner wished to sell, but
rather because he was una.ble to secure more la.nd and it was
unprofitable for him to operate his holdings^ This was the
beginning of the transfer of property rights which resulted in
the grea.t landed aristocracy of the nation. The results of
such enclosure activities caused numerous proposals to be
advanced, notably by Arthur Young, Ee proposed that sufficieit
pasture land be reserved for the use of cottagers and squatters.
1 . V/ingfield-Stratford, ?g. 758,
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3ut the harm Y/as done, and a serious problem rose to face the
British nation. There are many people v/ho believe that iimeriffian
Dusiness has undergone a somewhat similar enclosure movem.ent,
,vhich has snuffed out much competition and has lent a greater
control of economic life by the larger enterprises, a condition
Df this kind might be of particular importance to the farm
croup since it affects the prices it has to pay for various
iiaterials. lifter a turbulent period of years the loosed
population was finally absorbed in the whirl of the Industrial
revolution in England. During this early time in. England there
is one m.ore fact v;hich had a definite influence on the agri-
cultural aspect of income. English farmers were subjected to
a system of domestic manufactures or the "putting out" system
Dy m.eans of v/hich they were able to supplement their income.^
This system rose with the early beginnings of v/oolen manufacture.
kfter the wool had been shorn from the sheep the process of
carding and spinning it into yarn was largely ac romplished
bhrough the media of the domestic manufacture arrangement v/heie -
cy the \York v/as oone by the individuals in their homes. The v/orh
Yas left at these homes and an allowance of ^;.ime allotted
depending upon the nature of the processing to be done and then
picked up and given to others for any further refining that was
necessary to complete the finished product. It is easy to
/isualize the fact ths.t such a system might well grow into one
cf dependence for many farmers where the land was sub-marginal
L.h.P.
U
sher The industrial History of England^ Pg. 216,
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and hence difficult to nork. In fact v/e can assume that with
the development of such a system many would place the major
portion of their income from this source. This introduced the
hazards of the business cycle fluctuation to these people and
their lot was indeed a hard one during the years of readjustment
in the economic system. The introduction of the factory
system v/hereby these workers were placed under one roof caused
many people to malce a decision which meant the complete
abandonment of the farm or the complete dependence upon it for
livelihood, a description of one of these early model factories
is e^cpressed in verse.
"V/ithin one room, both large and long
There stood two hundred looms full and strong;
Two hundred men, the truth is so,
•Vrought at the looms all in a rov/,
Ly every one a pretty boy
Sat making quills with mickle joy:
And in another place hard by.
Two hundred women merrily,
V/ere carding hard with joyful cheer,
'ho singing sat with voices clear,
and in a chamber, close beside.
Two hundred maidens did abide.
In petticoats of stammell red.
With milk white kerchers on their head."^
1- Wingfield^Stratford^ Pg. 318.

The development of the factory system came at about
the same time of the great enclosure movement, and hence -many
yeomen were indeed economically crippled. The loss of independ-
3nce by the worker of the domestic manufacture system v;as of
bremendous importance in the development of the factory system,
and in fact it was this loss that caused violent opposition to
its development. But it was inevitable and the enclosure
r.ovem.ent assisted the latter movement greatly in its gradual
r-esult of forcing cottagers from the land into the factory.
Today in an effort to solve our agricultural problem, industries
nave been encouraged to locate in rural areas where the farmer
and members of his family might gain supplementary employment
in the industrial phase of our national production. This has
been done in some instances under direct governmental sugf^estion
and advice.
.
The movement of cotton and te::tile mills into the
south, it is hoped, '.'ill provide a relief to many farmers of
this region. How dominant a role such an induetrial action
f/ill play in our rural sections is a question for time to
answer
.
This brief and general background of the American
agricultural process with emphasis on certain outstanding
characteristics will assist in a more comprehensive survey of
our own problem and from the experience of others enable a
better judgement as to the soundness of the solutions to the
problem.
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Chapter III
The Development of the AgricuJ.tural Problem
The early American settlers naturally turned first to
the soil to provide the means of sustenance for the colony.
I'To money v;as carried from. England for it had little use where
there was nothing to purchase and sell. Instead, what money -the
colonists had was converted into seed, crude agricultural
implements and the like v;here they could be used as a means to
live. The problems v;hich confronted these pioneers were many
and varied. The men of Virginia and the m.en of Kassachusetts
were both faced with the general problem of beginning an
agriculture, but certainly under vastly different circumstances.
The contour of the land, its fertility, and the hostility of
the Indians were matters of local concern which differed
tremendously in the two colonies. Dependence upon Indian
:nethods was great. liaize, kidney beans, scarlet runner, lima
beans, sweet potatos, squashes, pu-pkins, watermelons, sunflov/erj
and artichokes were some of the Indian contributions.^ Tobacco
was used by the Indian for medicinal purposes as well as for
pleasurable smoking. One of the outstanding contributions of
nethods made by the Indian was in the raising of maize. Trees
were not torn up by the roots and fields of orderly farming
certainly were not found in any sense that we see today. Rather
brees -./ere killed by girdling them or by building fires around
their bases. The underbrush was burned away a.nd in this
picture of blackened tree trunlcs the crop was planted. Thus
L. E.L. Bogart, Economic History of the American People , Fg, 45.
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a. minimum of effort resulted in a clear patch of land after
time had elapsed* The first settlers used clearings thus made
oy the Indians during the first years of their settlement, but
as time passed they too resorted to these methods of clearing
additional land. 4s the soil became depleted of its natural
fertility nev; fields were made to provide the fundamental
lecessity of life. Corn was planted in hills and betv/een the
aills beans, squash and other crops were planted, so that the
naximum use possible was mad.e of the cleared area. -Xitensive
agriculture was the order of the day because of the abundance
5 f land. All farming was done in a communitive spirit at first
for the benefit of all' the settlers, and it was only after the
colony had materially progressed that individual initiative
replaced this cooperative venture. Early farming in New
England was conducted in a somewhat sim.ilar fashion as the
jarly English system. Town meetings v/ere held to determine
,vhat land to plant and what crops would be best for the common
"ood.^ The necessity of such co'w unity direction is obvious
In such an early settlement where all depended upon the product
Df the soil. If everyone had raised corn, certainly the winter
following would be a gastronomic ally uninteresting one. The
implements used were of a most primitive nature. Hoes and
nattoclrs were the principle tools of the farm and were used
for breaking and tilling soil. The man who o'wned a plow v/as
in a sense a man of a profession. He was hired -to plow all
L* Cp. cic., oO
•
n.it ft .-
(
i
(
1 . . .Jt
the fields and indeed became the village plovman, and was
paid bounties for its use and maintenance, no matter ho\7 crude
' its construction.
Attempts to enslave the native Indian population were
futile since they could not be adapted to tiresome and the
confining ’..orl: of the fsx-m. They were used for bsrter purposes,
however, to secure negro slaves from the ’Vest Indies, who
v/ere more docile and better able to acclimate themselves to
agricultural work. To supplement what native labor that existed
indentured servants were' transported' from Imgland and European
countries. In return for the payment of the cost of transport-
$
ation and- maintenance . these people agreed to serve for varying
number of years .the farmers of America.-^ in fact many of the$
indentured servants entered .into this compact with deliberate
intent. They used this means to learn about the new country
and to acquaint themselves with the nev/ possibilities while in
the emxploy of someone else. Then when their time had elapsed
they v/ere in a better position to succeed at their o’./n under-
takings. This movement auas principally confined to the central
region of the coast. As might easily be imagined as a result
of agricultural difficulties in lew England, this area turned,
to trading at an early period leaving the work of fai'’ming to
areas more suited to its development. Domesticated animals
were scarce and the Plymouth colony -..as without cattle for
three years and had no horses nor sheep as late as lb27. Their
1. Bogart, The Economic iilstory of The American People, P. 97*
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then. prevalent inmeat supply came from the hilling of animals
the area.^
Ihe mercantilism of Ingla.nd lent itself to the
developm.ent of a;rlculture in the ' colonies.. Tariffs, -rebates,
subsidies, price regulation, seed distribution and even acreage
control sought to stimulate and discourage the raising of many
crops, iiimerica became the "arsenal” of raw materials to satisfy
the mercantilist.ic national acquisition of gold in England.
Tobacco became so profitable in Virginia, that in order to
insure the growing of food for the population Sir Thomas Dale,
the Governor in 1616 found it necessary to order each person
to plant two acres of corn for himself and .'^or each male
servant. Tobacco gro‘.;ing increased however, and in order to
prevent the glutting of the market, production restrictions wer e
imposed many times. Dy law the crops of loo9, lo40 and 1641
were limited to 1,200,000 pounds of "good quality" and the
merchants v;ere instructed to accept forty pounds for each one
O
hundred ’ ounds of indebtedness due them.'^ Inferior and
e:ccessive crops were burned by officially appointed "viewers".
The price was fi::ed at three pence per pound. Tobacco e:rports
grew from 27,750,000 pounds in 1665 to over 100,000,000 pounds
in 1770 and had a value of 900,000 pounds sterling, r.ice and
indigo which had grov;n to sizable money crops were similarly
subjected to restrictions and regulations. The effect of the
navigation acts on the agricultural progr ,ss of the nation was
1
.
J. I. ?alconer-f istory of agric. in No. United btates, pr, 13.
2 T. J.’Tertenbaker^ The planters of Colonial Virginia, Pgj55,
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important) and the mollifying of the acts caused increased
production by the rice farmers of the South. Qualitative
standards v;ere set up to govern the production of tar and pitch
which during this period v;as distinctly an agricultural pursuit^^
Under the impetus of mercantilism, attempts to raise silk and
other such products unnatural to the clime of the United Stat®
were made in the year ls54. '".'e have noted that in I:ev/ England
men had turned to trading and consistent with this development
the other I.orthern areas and the middle states la;-ged somewhat
behind the south in agricultural advancement. ITew York became •
a great fur-trading area and produced quantities of grain. It
should be noted here that the early development of the Am.erican
colonies econom-ically v/as due to foreign trade, but during the
process of growth a domestic market was gradually d-=^veloped
v/hich played an important part in the form v.iiich that econom.ic
progress would take. ' ater transportation v/as the principal
means by which this internal trade took place at first since
overland traffic v.'as both difficult and haza.rdous. Uhe latter
in addition to the la. ck of a metallic curi ency v/ere obstacles
.for the furtherance of this trade. Early coins which circulated
freely were from, the Spa.nlsh, Fhench and lortuguese colonies
and from the ’Vest Indies. “Clipping" and “sweating" of the
coins was widespread practice and hence their value was far
from, stable. Massachusetts coined the “pine tree shilling"
from 1652 to 1684 worth sevo±y five per cent of the English
1. Op. cit. 67,

shilling." Bills of credit, treasury and bank notes v/hich
were issued by the various colonies v;ere expressions of an
effort to supply the much needed means of executing trade trans-
actions. 'rhe efforts were disastrous and merely confused the
pproblem, and in 1763 Farliaraent forbade any such Issuances,
ks a result the colonies resorted to barter or staple money fo'-
local trade. Tobacco, corn, beaver skins, tar and rice were
some articles used to form the basis for trade. Throughout it
all kngland persisted in its mercantilism, hoarding gold and
other precious metals \7hich might have alleviated the condition.
This attitude of exploitation by the mother country
was a moving force in the prosecution of the American -.evolution.
The smaller people who were more affected by the conditions
cited formed the nucleus for American discontent. The pioneers
resented the proclamation (17o5) which closed the frontiers
from further expansion. farmers were self sufficing minded
and rebelled against political control from across the ocean.
Agricultural life went on ”as usual”. In fact many farmers
who were of questionable patriotism prospered greatly by selling
at large profit to both sides. During the war large ”loya.list”
estates \/ere seized and broken up into 500 acre lots for sale
on a more "equitable basis". Bio d^ade runners carried tobacco
to Europe at a tremendous pi-ofit. Quitrents were abolished and
entail had been made a permanent fixture in the national policy
of land tenure.^ At the conclusion of the war a new type of
1 . I'Tettels, C.P., The money supply of the American Colonies. Fr>150*
2. Bogart^ Pg, 156.
'
'
"
5 . Op, Cit
..
194.
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enthusiasm seemed to permeate through the agricultural cross
section of the country. In 1785 the Philadelphia Society for
Promoting Agriculture v;as founded. Similar organizations arose
in South Carolina, L’aine, ITev/ York, Connecticut and ]'assachusettj
'.Tithin 0. decade. The membership of these organizations v;as for
rhe most part men of the professions rather than the farmer,
but the effort expended in the dissemination of information
regarding the progress of agronomy was commendable although
not too productive of results.^ At the tim.e of the Confederatioi
^
states which had claims to ’.;estern territory ceded the claims-.to
the Congrees of Confederation. The ordinances of 1785 and 1787
form.ed the basis of land disposition of the United States. The
abundance of land and the popular attitude of liberalism in its
disposal somehhat circumvented the intent of careful land
policies. The minimum unit of land for sale was reduced from
eighty acres to forty acres in 1820 and the price was reduced
from two dollars to one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.
AS would naturally be supposed the best land was purchased at
first by the men wko pushed v/estward. L'any^ engaged in specu-
lation and our present form of "pork barrel" legislation then
took the form of land grants. In order to dispose of the less
desirable land. Congress in 1854 reduced the minimum price of
land to one dollar per acre on that 'which had been for sale
for ten years and twelve and one half cents per acre on land
that had been for sale for thirty years. Squatters • were in
1. R. Ho True, Sketch of the Hist, of the Phil. Soc., Pg. 15.
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evidence during this per.od and any attempts to force them
from the land was met v;ith violent opposition. In fact "the
pioneers banded together into claims associations v;hich main-
tained a list of each members holdings; they selected the
bidder to specie for them at the land auctions and attended
the sales in bodies pledged to insure the purchase at the
minimum price of those lands ’.vhich were already occupied."^
Eov/ reminiscent of recent events of mortgage foreclosures in
the west less than ten years ago. If vie e::omine the past closely
enough it is som.etimes a simple matter -to judge how men will
conduct themselves under varying circumstances. The conservatL ve
versus the liberals ' in regard to land policy was a debate of -
extreme magnitude during the era. The manufacturer and land-
owner of the East were the conservatives since they w:re
fundamentally concerned with the maintenance of land pric.s in
the East, and certainly a liberal land policy in the 'Test would
adversely affect these prices. The manufacturers, too, were
interested in an ample labor supply to complete the processes
of production and obviously a liberal land policy would draw
from that supply. A surprising amount of conservatism also
came from the West Itself. Henry Clay in 1852 opposed any
further price reduction in public land. Horace Greeley v;as the
patron of the national Reform Association which propounded the
loctrine that the public land, should be distributed, in equal
amounts to actual settlers. This association published a
1. 1940 yearbook of Agriculture
,
Pg, 197,
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/ery effective pamphlet entitled ''vote Yourself a Fann” , Attempt
bo deal equitably with the problem became inextricably mi::ed
,7ith the slavery question, and hence a real solution v.-as stale-
r.ated because of this issue. The importance of migrations from
iurope should not be underestimated in consideration of the
opening of the est for farm settlement. Between 1820 and 1860
some five million of these immigrants litera?
. y poured through
the a'ast into the unsettled '.Vest. The distress of Turope
following the Napoleonic wars added to the stimulation of this
Vestward movement as well as the depression in the East v/hich
3ame as a result of the war, embargo and the non-intercourse
acts
.
The actual agricultural methods used in this nev;ly
settled territory of the '.'orthwest was strikingly like that
ased by the early colonists on the coast. The -burning and nirdla
ing of trees was used to lear the lands. The family at first
depended on game and the wild vegetation. V.’ith the gradual
clearing of o.dditional land, corn and v/heat were ‘'lanted. After
a short time many of these farms \7ere producing surpluses. Tie
r-ichness of the land m.ade wheat eartrem.ely responsive and by
1860 the five sta.tes of the old Northv;est supplied about one
calf of the wheat produced in the entire United States.^ The
failure of the early settlers to cultivate the great prairie
section . as based upon the belief that soil v/hich did not
support trees was not \.orthy of agricultural effort. The lack
1. B. H. Hibbard, Hist . of Agri. in Dane Go.,l7is. Pg, 179.

Df a ready supply of v/ood on the prairie v/ith v;hich to build
a home and to fence the farm were also hindrances in the settle-
ment of the plains. V/ith the corn crop there also developed
large herds of hogs. Eogs were telien to market by way of the
river boats and herds v;ere often driven overland to the Eastern
markets. Drovers became professional men and they drove herds
numbering as many as five thousand across the la.nd to market.^
They moved at the rate of five and eight miles per day. The
country surrounding Cincinnati, Ohio, became the packing center
and was kno'wn as "Forkopolis” . This rising V/est naturally
gave severe competition to the agricultural East. Here farming
practices with few e::ceptions w^ere the same as yerrs before,
for the real progress v;as made in trading s,nd manufacture. Tlie
appearance of tenancy in the East is significant.
The tenants for the most part w^ere immigrants whose
funds had been enhausted a.nd so prevented their further mig-
ration. Farming w’as car:, ied on for the purpose of supplying
local requirements. domestic system of manufacture of woolens
had developed under the same general v/ay as that in Engls.nd.
The farmer received a cash income and he began to depend upon
the factory .for essentials which were formerly mad.e on the fsirm,
like clothing, tools, and furniture. The on].y credit faciliti®
which the far-rner had at his disposal v/as that of the country
.
store. In instances of surplus the farmer was generally in-
clined to invest .further in land rather than in labor saving
1. J. I. Falconer, Pgc276.
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'machinery. These conditions conpled. with the opening of the
grec.t fertile land of the V/est causes no particulojc uonderment
of the fact that by 1840 the flour made from the v/heat of the
.Vest was used by ITew l2igls.nders
,
both city folk and by the f jl-
Crompton, Eargreaves, nrkv/right and Cartv/right rev-
olutionized textile noriufacture o.nd its effect on the gro’.vth of
cotton in the South was similarly revolutionary. The part thst
Eli V/hitney’s cotton gin played in the o.gricultural developmeit
of the South is well knovm by all. In each decade following
this invention cotton prod.uction approximately doubled. Cotton
became the largest single export crop of the United States,
and its social effect upon the institution of slavery w^as
tremendous. Cotton growing was well adapted to unskilled labcr
overs eered by a "gcngman”. Cotton also d.eveloped the Southern
plantation system wh' ch exercised considerable influence on
the whole social, political, and economic structure of the end. rc
country. The expansion of the Southwest shifted this agriculturs
1
prominence from the South. It did not have ma.nufacturing
initiative to replace this lost element as did ITew Snglo.nd, but
seemed rather content to blo.me the decline and eroded lands
on the tariff. Federal banliing policy, lack of credit facilities,
anci. heavy taxation.^ The South later turned to industrial
diversification, but it was not until after the Civil V'ar v;hich
was lost because of the scarcity of the industrial element of
the region.
1 . iimerican .=^griculture-The fir;^G 500 Years
,
Pg. 207,
2. K. Bruce, Virginian Agricultural Beeline, Pg, 123,
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Tobacco reached its zenith in the 1790' s, but it too
follov/ed the general pattern of cotton and ultimately shifted
to the Southv/est for it mas cheaper to move than to fortify the
old soil. Other Southern crops followed a similar pattern.
Sugar enjoyed the protection of a high tariff almost from the
beginning and such products as rice, flai:, hemp, potatoes,
v.'heat, and cattle raising mere im.portant in Southern agricultural
development. Te all knov; the fame of the Kentucky race horses,
horned cattle and Hampshire hogs as well as Virginia sheep.
As in all social organization there v/ere several strata
of property ownership. Indeed there v/ere many gradations betweei.
the very rich and the "poor v/hites". In 1850 only eighteen p;r
cent of the South's 569,000 farms and plantations mere actual^'
planatations . In the black belt of Alabama eighty per cent of
the non slaveholding landov/ners constituted forty four per cent
of the agricultural population and owned farms up to 200 acre/i
And fifty per cent of the slaveholders ov/ned fewer than ten slT,v<
and 500 acres. But the tv.o per cent of the landowners who owned
fifty slaves furnished the Pinckneys, Tylers, Polks and Brecki>-
ridges and others who manipulated the levers of polictical and
social control.^ This is not surprising however, in the light
of educational facilities and opportunities offered to the
"underpriveledged" to rise in matters of state. Obviously an
industrial area would foster greater initiative in this regard.
The comiititiion of newly opened lands of course was
1. P.H. Buck, The Poor Thites of the Antebellum South^Pg. 45.
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intensified with the development of transportation f8.cilities.
In the beginning, the rude log dugout and the bark canoe were
the principle means of transportation on the natural waterways
into the interior of the country. These were used with varia-
tions depending upon the natural condition of the \7aterway.
Then feasible flatboats and keelboats with sails were used.
Ij^dian trails became land highways for foot travelers or those
on horse back. 3mt it was a long time before carriages could
be used even on these trails. The change for better transport-
ation came, however, through a multiplicity of reasons. The
desire for cheaper foodstuffs, prospect of increasing Ir.nd
values in the interior and the hope of speculative dividends,
and the need of tools by the pioneers all conti ibuted to the
development. But it might be noted that the speculs. tive
element was the most important as might be deduced from the
history of the many turnpike companies. In 1810 one hundred
and eighty turnpike companies were active in Hew England alona
5?he hard surfaced Fhiladelphia-Lancaster turnpike, over sixty
two miles long was built in 1792-94 at a cost of v465,000.^
This road was a financial success from the start, and its
profl-ts induced others to try the same ’‘game". The cost of
construction ranged generally from v900. to ^7,000. per mile.
This great differential is largely due to variances in topography
.
These roads did reduce costs of transportation but ,.125. per t-on
was the charge overland from Philadelphia to Pittsburg. This
road v/as in a monopolistic position, however, and it is estimated
1. J.B.Mallaster, Hist . of People of the US to Civil Tar. Fg. 462.
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:he average charge over these turnpikes was ten dollars per ton
3er one hundred miles. In New England the toll per wagon was
ibout tv/elve and one half cents every two miles. These extott-
.ons were not long endured and the people turned to the Federci
government for relief, under that section of the constitution
7hich provides: Congress is empowered to establish post offices
md post roads, raise and support armies, and regulate comrr.erGD
)etween the states.^ The agitation resulted in a report to
congress by the Secretary of the Treasu;jy Albert Gallatin in
.808 ich recomended a nation-wide network of canals and
:urnpikes at a total cost of ^20,000,000. to be financed over
a. ten year period from the Federal surplus or by the sale of
public lands. The only direct result of this popular movement
•/as the Cumberland Road, extending from Cumberland, Maryland
:o Vandalia, Illinois, a distance of 854 miles. I-fe cost was
a.bout §7,000,000 but it v/as amply repaid by a fresher and freer
amigration and a greater facilitation of trade. The question
)f internal improvement developed into a sectional issue v/ith .
the North and West in favor of jed.eral aid and the South
)pposing it. The reasons for the differences in opinion are
3vident. Andrew Jackson, a westerner, favored such improvement
Dut looked with disdain on the “'pork barrel" ventures. It was
ilz policy to lend the Federal surplus to the states so that
bhey might do their ov/n developing, but the depression of 1857
lalted this policy,
L. Article I section 8 Constitution of the U.S.
2.C. Day, History of Commerce of The United States, Pg. 216«
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The steamboat in 1807 gave river traffic a nev/ lease
)n life. Flatboats had been the principal arm of this river
::rade, and in 1810 the value was estimated at ^10, 000, 000. The
currents m.ade upstream traffic impossible, so when in 1815 a
steamer did go upstream from I'Tev; Orleans to Louisville in twenty
five days a new spirit of comiuercialism xias founded. John
uarshall in 1824 in the case Gibbons versus Ogden invalidated
the power of any one state to monopolize river transportation,
and the way was then opened to a greater development of agri-
culture in the Y/est. To illustrate the vast importance of this
ievelopment in the creation of farms in 1835, 3,000,000 pass-
engers traveled on Ohio River boats most of whom were intent
upon founding a nev; home for their families in the V/est. But
even the steamboats experienced difficulty in up stream trans-
portation and consequently freight on the return trip was never
very large. Shallow water, strong currents, falls, shoals^
sandba.rs, floating logs, ice floods, and boiler explosions were
some of the difficulties encountered. So we see that a way
was found for the farmer to ship his goods, but facilities v/ere
still inadequate for him in his necessity of acquiring tools
and other supplies. The steamboat also was important in the
development of over seas trade which provided nev; markets for
our agricultural raw materials for foreign f abrica.tors. The
importance of internal canals should not be under estmated.
Today parts of these old canals are ’still used for transporting
material to and from industrial centers. The Erie canal or as
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it v/as knovm in 1817 “Clinton’s ditch", due to the untiring
efforts of Governor DeV/itt Clinton in its development, was
among the most important of such canals, Hine years after its
com.pletion the Erie canal had for itself in tolls. Before
the canal, the cost per ton of freight from Buffalo to Hew York
was C-100 and took twenty days, a.nd now the rate was i^ilS per ton
and the time cut eight days. The value of farm, products
doubled in upper Hew York and an appreciable increase was evideni
in the northwest . New cities sprang up along the canal: Utica,
Syracuse and Rochester, Other ca.nals which were im.portant to
agricultural development in vai-ious regions of the country
were the Pennsylvania, the main artery for flour, meat products,
wool and tobacco, the Chesapeaiie and Ohio canal which terminatad
at Cumberland and the federal C-overnment contributed a m.illion
dollars to its development and which was soon superseded by
the Baltim.ore and Ohio Railroad, the James River canal provided
a real commercial outlet for Richmond, The great expenditure
and investment required for these Internal improvements v/as
an excessive d.rain upon the nation’s financial structure and
vlth the panic of 1837 many states repudiated their debts,
Nearly all the states sold their interests to private concerns
and retir_d from the public utility field. This v/as the eve
of the vast railroad development of the country, This.nev/
"iron horse" brought managers v;ho were ruthless in their
corn-petition with the canals and turnpikes. Rate cutting,
rebates, dealings in watered stock brought about the closing
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)r purchasing of all means of competition.^ But it v;as a short
sighted policy as v/e witness today general railroad banlcruptcy
md incompetent m.anagement. “The rise in our time of motor
transportation as a rival of the railroads has a touch of poetL
justice.
The Baltimore and Ohio ushered in the era of railroad
ascendency in 1828. Tv;o years later the road could boast of
sleven miles of rail. Horses and sails v/ere used on rails,
cut steam attained the speed of thirty miles per hour in the
run of the "Best Freind of Charleston” and thus proved its
superiority. The first opposition to the railroad v/as both
great and sincere. Farmers feared the loss of markets for
aorses and hay as well as fire loss from the "irln horse”
belching sm.olte. Tavern keepers saw the loss of their business
and the military maintained that they would be inferior to
canals for m.ilitary transport. The steam engine captured the
passenger traffic easily, but the freight trade was more
competitive especially where there was canal competition. The
vast period of construction v/ith the railroad as the nucleus
is a matter of simple history v/ith the land grants, C‘_edit
Hobilier and other stories to provide the color. It was a
time v/hen scandal and pride seem.ed to go hand in hand.
This matter of transportation and the other foregoing
material presented has very definite relationships '.vlth the
American Agricultural Revolution. It was a slow starting move-
1. Seager and Gul'ick, Trust and Corporation Problems
,
Pg, 81,
2. American Agriculture-The First SCO Yerjcs.^ P’. 220,
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nent that v/as not simultaneous in all parts of the country,
but it Y/as one uhich gathers momentum and created certain
economic maladjustments with v;hich v/e are primarily concerned
in the general survey of economic planning. The forces which
impelled this revolution are generally recognized to be as
follov/s: 1. the passing of the public domain into private
Dvmership b., means of liberal land policies, 2, the completion
Df the Y/estv/ard movement, 5, the invention and popularization
Df improved farm implements and m.achinery, 4. the e::tension aid
ievelopment of transportation facilities, 5. the migration of
industries from the farm to the factory, 6. the eicpansion of
iomestic and foreign markets, 7. the establishment of agencies
for the promotion of scientific knoY/ledge relating to agricul-
ture, 8. the resort to conscious and concerted political action
and organization by farm.ers to obtain an equitable place in the
aationa.1 economy, iiarly aspects of these factors have been
considered, but they grew more important as time Y/ent on.
The Republican party had used the homestead issue as
a campaign promise in 1860 for Western support and to fulfill
this prom.ise Lincoln signed on hay 20, 1862 the homestead Act.
Unb.er the act an acreage of 160 acres was offered free to any
person v/ho was the head of a family and upon completion of
five years of cultivation and the payment of a small registrat-
ion fee, was given clear and absolute title to the land. The
Land could be purchased after six months residence at a charge
Df §1.25 per acre, v.hich v;as the prevailing minimum price.
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Agronomica.1 e:?:perta have pointed out the one great inherent
weakness of the law. Conditions differ very much from locale
to locale, and in the est the application of Eastern agricult-
ural methods was impractical. The amount of rainfall and other
such natural phenonemon enter Into the picture of successful
farming and hence necessary acreage requirements for profitable
operation varied to these conditions. In short, the law failed
to consider the very fundamental economic law of diminishing
returns. One hundred and sixty acres was too much l?.nd for
irrigated farming and too little fo3? dry farming at the time
of the lav;. Lore land was actually sold than was homesteaded.
About one hundred million ac.. es w^itgon the a.uction block and
one hundred and twenty five millions of acres were granted to
railroads v/ith the proviso that homesteaders were to move at
least twenty to forty miles back from the projected routes of
the roads. In order to obtain the advantage of good transport-
ation facilities thus ohe farmers had to pay !^400 or more for
a quarter section so that they m.ight be near the railroad
route. from time to time about one hundred million acres of
Indian land v;as opened for sale and many more millions of
acres v/ere granted to State Colleges and experimental stations,
according to the Land Grant College Act of 1862. ith such a
vast emipire for sale at prices which no one could easily
verify as to actual value in terms of economic rent, a period
of unprecedented speculation proceeded. Praudelent entries were
made as well as the stalling of claims for non existent individ-
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uals v/as comrion practice. The land offices of the nation had
no organization and its personnel, v/as open to the best offer
at all times. Conditions became so ripe that the government
had to stop the railroad grants in 1871 and attempts were
made with varying degrees of success to recover land not
really needed by the railroads for development. The fact that
160 acres wei?e insufficient for dry fsr*ming v;as brought home
to ’7ashington and President Grant recommended that commissions
be sent to the areas affected to determine the econom.ical
size fo- each locality. This agitation resulted in the Desert
Land Act of 1877 when 640 acres were offered for s„.le at
|l.25 per acre to anyone who './ould irrigate v/ithin three yearc^
The Timber and Stone Act of 1878 opened for sale land unsuited
for agriculture at <,j>2.50 per acre. This land was laden with
timber v;hich, if it were properly conserved and replaced^ would
have eliminated the conservation worries of our present day,
and it \.ould have eliminated the need for the im.portation
of wood for paper pulp. This fact was realized tov/ard the
close of the century when critics grew more vehement in
attacking so called laissez faire interpretations. Presidents
Harrison snd Cleveland began the era of conservation of natural
resources, particularly of our vast forest reserves. Valuable
public coal lands were withdrawn from private exploitation by
President Theodore Roosevelt, although the agricultural value
of the land was utilized by renting of the lends but reserving
to the government all sub soil rights. The conservation
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activities of Gifford Pinchot are v;ell laiov;n to all* He directec,
the Forest Service of the IlDited States 'which v/as established
to provide uniform systems to prevent forest fires which alv/ays
caused a tremendous annual loss in our natural resources, and
the service fostered the retimbering of cut over tracts. Ihis
same general plan of conservation v/as carried on under Preside) t
Taft and withdrawals of land in the vicinity of possible power
sites were made. Congress made arrangem.ents for the purchase
of land at the headwaters of 'navigable streams.^ Under this
system of better planning of the public lands more land v/as
actually homesteaded after IDOO ohan before. The Hincaid i^ct
of 1904 provided for larger homesteads of 640 acres in llebraska
end 520 acres i'n, other areas. The residence requirement was
cut to three years in 1912. The stock raising Plomestead Act
of 1916 parceled land only fit for cattle grazing in lots of
640 acres. Gradually the Isjnd v/as settled and its availabiliy,
for homesteading became scarce. This period marked the end fo"^
"escape” fr m econO:. ic ills, but rather presented the problem
of staying with the issue and solving it in the old backyard.
To be sure many sought to escape by the piocess of tenancy in
farming, a condition ’.vhich has steadily increased at an alarming
rate
.
The great ^ estv/a.rd movement was accelerated by the
"Gold Rush" period of our history, .-^fter the colla.pse of this
"get rich quick" mania many frustrated miners turned to the
l.E. f. ickes^Not Guilty^ Pg. 124,
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valleys and plains of the V/est for the means of a livelihood,
land v/as cultivated to provdde food for miners v/ho were still
on the search for their golden strealc, and the completion of ti e
Union Pacific Railroad played no small part in the final stage
of v/estern settlement. It must be further remembered that
the population of the country increased by four and a half
times in but seventy years of the nation^ development from
1850 to 1920 to a total of over one hundred million people.
Immigration provided about a third of this total. ^ This v;as
a tremendous increase in the home marliet for agricultural
produce and accounted for the rapid e::pansion of our farm
industry. Urbanization developed with the increased population
to a greater degree then that of rural ibnerica. In 1910 the
rural population of the country was 49,806,146 or 54.2 per
cent of the total '..hereas in 1920 the rural population of the
nation v/as 48.6 per cent of the total.
’.Vith this rise in the demand as a result of an
internal home market for the farm r, improved metho is of
production were devised. e have seen how the earlier farmers
prepared the soil for cultivation and these crude methods were
used in many localities until very recently, and even persist
today in some regions of the South. This nev/ availability of
mechanical pow'er was in large measure the reason for the
increased agricultural surplus \;hich has developed at a pace
niore than sufficient to meet norm.al requirements. The reaper
1. The City in Ar;iericsji History, 7,
I r V
is associated v/ith the name of Cyrus I.'cCormick but actually
many reapers v;ere constructed prior to his m.achine in 1855-34.
The reason for this association lies in the fact that I'r,
L'cGormick v:as farsighted enough to move into the V'est v/here t.tae
real o.gricultural grov;th of the country v/as to tal;:e place.
Four Years after the establishment of his factory in Chicago
thousands of reapers '..ere produced and si:: years later profits
mounted ;vell over a million and a quarter dollars. The reaper
in its early crude state reduced man labor requirements from
fourteen to nine, but v;ith modern reapers and power raiding
and binding machinery this need has been reduced to three.
The early plow v;as of v;ooden construction. In 1814 Jethro
Y/ood patented an iron plow, but its v;as slow in "catching on"
for the farmers feared soil poisoning although twenty years
later thousands of such plows were in use. The iron shares of
the plow did not tal:e to heavy soil and John Deere and John Lane
contributed the steel share which solved this problem. By 1857
some 10,000 of such plows were produced in Deere’s factory at
Moline, Illinois. T^ere had been a series of inventions of
mechanical planting machines from 1750 but such contrivances
were not in general use until 1860. Attachments were devised
whereby fertilizer was sown v;ith the seed which were seemingly
unim.portant but its actual effect upon a greater farm production
was tremendous. The Civil Yar as dp all wars provided the
necessary incentive for the developm.ent of bigger and better
machines. Humoji suffering and the military machine required
or.
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more and more producoion. Farmers were drav/n from the farm
into the army and hence factors of production v/hich replace
this lost man hours of labor uere urgently needed to maintain
the national producb ion schedule of farm products. Like all
early inventions the retarding feature of their universa.1 use
lay in the production of replaceable parts. hen the machines
were broken they were often discarded for the lack of knowledge
of how to repair them and the lack of an adequate part productioi
Today in our present world conflict although the United States
government has found it necessary to curtail the production
of nev; farm machinery by an allotment of about eighty per cent
of the rav/ materials used in their mianufacture in 1940, the
allotment of replaceable parts has been raised to 150 per cent.
The effort expended in the production of new machinery will be
turned to the more immediate need of arms and supplementary
equipment. It must be remembered that the early machinery
produced for the farmer required horse pov/er. Consequently
the nation’s production of draft animals increased as such
machinery was put into use. ijut the inventions did not cease
at the close of the war, since many new types of machinery
were patented in the years follo'wing. -or examiple the gang
and sulky plows were introduced in 1680, and the spring tooth
harrow was patented in 1877, w^hile the disk harrow was introduced
in 1892. It must be remembered that during this period
im.provements were being constantly .i:ade to adapt to older
machines. The dairy industry w^as revolutionized in 1910 w^ith
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the introduction of the centri^gal cream separator and tester,
improved churns and other dairy apparatus.
Another v;ar accelerated the use of power machinery^
The need for a greater food production was upon us. The detals
of hov/ this was accomplished and for what purpose will be
e:camined in greater detail at another place, but here ould
be noted the relative importance of the tractor. The new
combined harvester thresher was powered by twenty to forty' horses
in 1885. This machine completed all the operations from
reaping through bagging the .heat and had a daily capacity of
t'.t'enty five to forty five acres . The ti-actor, although it
demanded a redesi^^iiing of whe combine, increased the capacity
of it and did the operation at a speed equivalent to a fast
'ait of the horses. It is easy to see that the tractor made
it
.
possible to cultivate much more acreage. A man ’..ith a
tv/o horse team could plov/ from eight to ten acres per day,
but the tractor increased this to s rxty and sixty five acres.
These small facts should certainly indicate the revolution that
v/as taking place in American agriculture. In fact it v.-as a
revolution within a revolution. The abundance of land in the
United States at the time of the introduction of this power
machinery caused the development of an extensive agriculture
rather than one of intensity as in Europe. Because of this
fact the American farmer did not produce the quantity per acre
as did his European neighbor. European farm experts could not
understand this development and condemned it in public’ reports
.
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However we know already from our examination of the developmertt
of agriculture that this v/as a natural and at times a necessary
economic development, although there was undoubtedly some abuse
of our natural resources in the public land policy. Here
again we can observe the inevitable operation of the diminishing
returns. I' is introduction of the pov/er machinery factor-
required the use of the additional factor of Isnd for profitable
operations. How this economic law has operated is conclusive^
indicated by the farm problem which this generation must solve.
Transportation facilities kept pace with the nev/
demands made upon it by the extensive a'~riculture of the
country. This d velopment centered principally about the
railroads up until the first '..’orld war. The ro"./th of these
facilities is indicated by the increase of miles of track which
in 1860 was about 50,000 confined mostly to the Northeast
section of the country. This growth caused the abandonment
of many canals, and the use of the Mississippi River declined.
'"e know that this decline was largely due to unfair com.petition
of the railroads. A total of some 155,000,000 acres of land
was granted to the railroads through the General Land Office.
This is an area equal to that of the New England states,
1-ennsylv ania and New York com.bined. Some financial assistance
was also received by the roa<l£. example the Union Pacific
and the Central Pacific Railroads received .:^16,000 to ^48,000
for each mile of track constructed.^
_
Small w’onder that the
L. Congressional History of Railways
^
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roads v;ere able to pay handsome dividends. This is how many
-orivate fortunes were created, through a practical outright
gift from the government. To top it all the railroads defaulted
on most of the money loaned, but the local governments v/ere not
extended this prerogative. Conservative estimates indicate
that over three quarters of the railroad construction in the
United States had been borne by the public authorities. -ut
this vast generosity on the part of the government to the
"iron horse" had the undying support of the farmers of the natidrl.
This was tbe means to greater markets, yes, world markets and my
help which nould help the farmers was indeed v/elcome. The
railroads, however, later were disdainful of this indirect
support as is indicated through the application of unfair
freight rate systems with rebates and numerous other means
'.vhich fleeced the farmers of the nation and stifled s.n orderly
farm grov/th in many sections of the country.^ The stories of hov;
Jay Gould, Daniel Drew, Cornelius Vanderbilt and their imitators
riianipulated stock and manageiiient to suit their own interests, i s
public property. These are ancestors who have contributed
much to the problem and the basis for production control plans.
These abuses are directly linked with the growth of
the social organization of the American farmer, -'or being
in a position to gather together, discussion naturally turned
bo common problems and pressure was brought to bear upon
authorities to eliminate the malpr- ctices . The Patrons of
L. Seager and Gulick, Pg. 90,
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Husbandry or the Grange ..as founded in h'ashington, i). G. in
1867. Its original purpose v/; s to establish a means for social
organization for farmers. Its grov/th v;as characteristic of
the period. In 1874 there v/ere 1,5000,000 members v;ith 15,000
local branches, and it v/as especially strong in the middle
\<est. This organization turned to government D.gencies for
relief and elected, to office hundreds of Mayors, Governors,
and Representatives,^ The net result v/as the passage of mand-
atory railroad lav/s v/hich provided for state regulation of
rates and eliminated, pooling, rebates, free passes and. other
unfair devices, i'he maintenance of these laws v/as not easy^
and this effort also felt the sting of competition in the form
of lobbies and pressure politics. The criescf communism and -uhe,
protection of private property v/ere hurled at this group in a
campaign of propaganda which even today is felt in certain
political circles. This result of pressure politics has been
passed dov/n from generation to generation which in a sense ho.s
throttled free thinl^iing in political flatter s by ’.any sons and.
rlaughters. It may be likened, to the strong feeling that still
persists in the South regarding the V/ar betv/een the States. In
L887 the Inter sta.te commerce Act was passed as -s. result of
pressure from the South and ’Vest. And although various court
iecisions v;ea].':ened its operation from time to time subsequent
Legislation added teeth to the principle of regulation. -he
iT.'iins Act of 1905 punished the receiver of rebates as well as
L. S. rT. Buck, The Granger Hovement ,Pf# 127.
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•uhe giver and in 1906 ihe Hepburn Act gave the Interstate
Commerce Commission the pov/er to initiate rates, compel them
to be adhered to and forced upon the carriers the burden of
bringing sny court action. At the sane time the authority of
the commission was e:rtended to include pipe lines, switches,
spur traces and terminals. Yet this type of legislation v;as
not in itself sufficient to meet the complete demands of the
farm group, for in the platform of the Peoples or Popul ist
p-..rty of 1892 the following was a principle planlc: " Tr-an sport a-
tion being a means of exchange and a public necessity, the ov'—
ernment should own and operate the railroads in the interests
of the people".^ It might be noted here that at the present
dile^^of certain roo.ds this is also the personal plank of
many railroad executives. The effect of the rate control
legislation can best be illustrated by the citation of ra.tes
before and after the statutes v/ere made la\;. In 1880 the avei?ge
cost of shipping a bushel of wheat from Chicago to Hev/ York
was twenty cents whereas in 1910 it had fallen to nine and one
half cents. Today the carload rates from Chica.go to Boston
is but 68 cents per one hundred pounds for heavy farm machineiiy.
^
Passenger rates also declined but by not so miuch. This was
Df course of assistance to the farmer, but his satisfaction
was even greater upon the introduction of newer steel rails aid
lacilities to handle bulky comimodities v/hich resulted in a
faster service. The railroads in order to offset any deprec-
1. H. H. Bruce, American Parties o.nd Politics, Pg, 126.
2. Cong. Hist, of P/5 . 201.
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iation in revenue as a resul-t of the loiering of the freight
rates began various systems of disposing of their land grants.
In order to accomplish this in the most effective v;ay agents
v;ere hired to initiate a great advertising campaign. These
agents covered the East and even Europe. The foreign campa.ign
v;as conducted in a v;ay not unlike that used by large manufacture:
v/hen they used a system of agency to p’rocure cheap labor.
Bountiful pictures of great abundance, reduced transportation
rates, libera.l credit terms, and other appeals to the imagination
of a frustrated people were cast before them. As a result,
literal train loads of adventurers, fugitives and others moved
across the nation to the middle and far Best. The center of
5h© nation's population changed from central Ohio to Eastern
Indiana.^ The improvement of the refrigerator car '..as one
of the principle factors that accounted for the great Increase
in the transportation of meat and meat products. The figures
showing this increase aij‘e fabulaous: i;;>29,000,000 in 1860 to
f4, 246, 000, 000 in 1919. But v/ith these improvements in rail
transportation and the increase in railroad business there
came the compensatory loss in river a.nd canal traffic. The
fall \/as from about a million tons on the I.I 5 ss issippi in
L880 to 141,000 tons in 1905.^ It was not until positive
act'lon v/as tal^en by the Federal Bos^d of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors in cleajring channels, reconstructing bridges and
the like that this water traffic im.proved. The tov/boats did
L. H. R. Bruce, Pg. 144.
2. Hist of Railv/aysj Pg» 137*
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much to recover this trade for many barges could be tov;ed at one
time and hence reduce cost to a level lower than rail transport-
ation in many instances.
Another significant change in iiinerican agriculture
;/hich is of especial importance in considering the whole
economic basis for solution to the problem is the migration of
certain industries from the farm to the factory. V.’e have seen
how the early farm was practically self sufficient, and noted
the advice of the early Hom.an to make it as much so as possible,
fhe first farmers produced their own food, clothing, soap,
furniture, candles au.d such essentials. But now vie knov; that
the farmer no longer produces these items, but has become
iependent upon outside production for the supply of these things,
It is the disparity of p^ice that he has to pay for these
commodities and the price he receives for his own products that
is an important factor in the problem of general readjustment
cf agriculture with relation to industrial production. The
transfer of food products industries from the farm to the
factory includes slaughtering and meat packing, flour milling,
the manufacture of butter and cheese, canning, m*anufacture of
suagr, baiting and numerous other similar types of industries.
In 1910 the value of the products of these different types of
processes concerning the transfer of food products to the
factory was about ^12,458,891,000 or about twenty per cent of
bhe total value of all American manuf axtured products.^ Of
L. R.M. Tj*yon, household ^'•manufactures in the U. S. Pg.190.
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course, tl^ere were other industries so transferred. These includ
textile, clothing and the shoe industries. Certainly the impor-
tance of this transfer cannot be overestimated in considering
the economic basis for any agricultural economic action.
V.-e have seen how the im-'jroved applications of
machinery to agriculture, the land policy, improved trsjisporta-
tion facilities, growing labor supplies, influx of immigrants,
and the utilization of science and industry increased agricul-
tural production. There was also a counterpart to this
development. This is concerned with the acquisition of new
markets for American agriculture. The demand for agricultural
products after the Civil V/ar due to the growth of non agricult-
ural population was the economic background for the applicatioa
of newly improved devices for an enlarged production. -his noi -
agricultural population grew not only in the United
-*fcates,
but all over the v/orld as a result of the industrial revol-
ution. Millions and millions of new factory workers had to be
fed and clothed, and the factorri.es in which they worked demanced
cotton, wool, and other farm products as -;^uel. Cereals was the
largest crop of the American farm and in 1899 they constituted
about one half ohe total value of all crops raised. Great
f/arehouses and grain elevators sprang up all over the V/est.
fillers improved their production facilities to meet the new
iemand. Among other improvements great rollers were replacing
the stones used to grind the wheat. The meat packing centers
cf Cincinnati and Chicago were terminals for carloads of cattle.

)The dairy business also responded to this nev; urban demand,
and the crude home made methods of malting butter and cheese e
inadequate to cope vath it. Cheese factories developed in a
belt from New York to Iowa and centered principally in Wis-
consin. In 1879 this state produced more then one half the
national production of cheese. This story of greater production
was true in all the farm sections cf the country. The South la d
enlarged its cotton production tremendously. After the Civil
War one third df the crop was used to supply our own textile
mills located largely in the Northeast. But at the same time
cotton moved Westward as is evidenced by the fact that Tezas 'c
v/as the largest producing state in 1900. Export centers
appeared \.lth the grov/th of the railroads. New Orleans is an
example of one such city. Galveston and New Orleans exported
about nine tenths of the cotton shipped through the Gulf of
Mexico, The railroads had captured the coastwise trade efter
the Civil War and found cotton to be especially lucrative.
The reason for this is well known by every one. The Civil
’.ar was disastrous for /unerican shipping, so much so that it
never recovered from the set back. Bruit from California begsn
to appear on the Eastern marliet in the late 80’ s and 90' s. So
great './as the increase in farm production of the middle West
that not only w^ere the armies of the Union forces fed during
the Civil War but at the same time som.e IS'9,000,000 bushels
of wheat were exported. T'he principal market was England and
fchis was a large factor in keeping that country neutral in the

v/ar. The trend for f:rain exports continued its upward move-
ment at the conclusion of the V/ajr between the States, and the
pealc yea.r for corn exports came in 1897 when some 212,000,000
bushels were shipped. The process of railroad car refrigeration
was applied to ships and great quantities of meat were exported
also. American agriculture provided cheap food for the
European factory worker, but at the s Lie time it raised havoc
with the foreign farm industry. Unable to compete with cheap
methods of production used in the United States due largely
to machinery end an extensive agricultural system these f'arners
saw a declining price structure and lowered land values
forced upon them. Efforts were made to ihift their farm
production to products not supplied by Americans . Vheat acreage
in England fell some fifty per cent and to meet the problem
a transfer to meat production was attempted. Eimphasis upon
superior quality did assist a few and even to this day this
quality element had provided -the necessary incentive for
English farmers to remain with the soil. Needless to say the
governments of foreign nations did not allow this condition
to persist. To overcome the situation they instituted controih
and tariffs which we had used to "protect” our industrial
growth. New agricultural lands were opened in Russia, Argentina,
Australia, and Canada and this in turn had its effect upon Amer-
ican exports. By 1900 this effect was extremely disastrous to
many of our farmers. Corn exports dropped to 11,000,000
bushels, wheat averaged but 80, 000, 000, and meat products
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ieclined to 194,000,000 pounds liut a buffer v/as provided
in a sense which lay in the enlargement of Americsji urban
50
I
)
communities. Factories and the industrial factory system
spread rapidly and this of course increased the domestic market.
3o v;e find that the American farmer begm to adjust his ovai
economy to this new situtation. Land values v/ere increasing
iespite the fact that there were acres of free land rem.a.ining.
ihe period between 1900 and 1914 was one of the m.ost prosperous
for the American farmer as a result of this increased domestic
r.arket. But the -.vorld war interrupted this orderly progression
Df prosperity, and a period of unnatural econo ics d veloped to
3ast the farmer into a condition from v/hich he has never fully
cexzovered. In this period of declining farm exports there are
two noticeable exceptions which should be cited. One was cotton.
The iimerican cotton belt as such that it maintained a com-
nanding position in spite of serious competitive attempts in
igypt and India. The quality of Amierlcan cotton '•as supreme
md could not be duplicated at anywhere near a comparative
3ost of production. Tobacco enjoyed a somewhat similai? position,
By the tim.e of the inception of the v/orld war I, one third of
;he v/orld’s supply was grown in the United States.^
^'e have seen that from the time of the Civil V/ar
agriculture became a commercialized industry through the use
Df machinery. They required a .a rge acreage for successful
Dperatl-^n and the more acreage, the miore machinery was needed.
L. W. Trimble Hist, Aspects of the Surplus Food Prod, of U.S. FgJ.2,
2. Our Foreign Trade in Farm and Forest Products, Pg. 54,
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Fr.rmers mortgaged their land in order to obtain this new prod-
uctive weapon, end in order to pay the interest end the morig3.ge
principal more crops had to be raised. Yet^ the larger the crop
the low-er the price. This is an economiic cycle v.lth which vie
shall be more concerned at a later section, but the fact that
even at 'this early time the force of it was felt is important to
Consider in the light of future trends,
With the increased demand for agricultural products
and its resulting enhanced supply various means of marketing
the products also increased in number, sizejand territory coverec ,
The Chicago Board of Trade v;as established in 1848 and twenty t'.o
yea.rs later cotton exchanges were set up in Liverpool and New
forkiL Although the»o. new aganeies did provide a certain
neasure of assistance, the farmer has alv;ays felt and rightly so
that the polices quoted on the exchanges were not true barometric
rea.dings of the demand thermometer, but rather the result of
speculative activity. The basis for this suspicion lay in the
fbrmiation of pools which arbitrarily fixed prices through the
control of the marketing agency. They did provide a means of
grading and standards, ho. ever, and although the managers
were not always scrupulous some benefit was derived from this
activity. te have seen how railroads combined to defeat the
Dest interests of the farmers^ and they v/ere too closely linl-ced
with the exchanges to merit full confidence. The some attitude
lias felt in the farm relations with the credit facilities ..hich
1. McNair and Meriajn^ Problem.s in Business Economics. Fg^3,
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were available. Banins viere scDTce and controlled by those who
had interests in both the railroads and the exchanges. Business
practices generally associated with monopolies were rampant
those days. The farmer required credit to purchase farm, machi nq;!’
farm im.provement_^ end to provide general assistance in poor years ,
but he found it hard to obtain. Often he ha.d to rely upon loan
sharks, not too much unlike some flourishing today, who charged
fifteen to tv/enty five per cent. The farmer v;as consistently
advised to adjust his output to deniand, but obviously this could
not be done from, the individual’s point of view when there was
not full cooperation from, all the farmers of the nation. The
grange did attem.pt a degree of cooperative marketing whereby
some success v.-as achieved, but it was short lived. Some saving
resulted in coopersitive buying especially in fertilizer and farm
machinery. By far the greatest success enjoyed by the farmer
j
came with the introduction of the Rochdale system of cooperative
Under this plan shares were small and widely distributed and all
profits were divided according to the amount of the purchases
made. This is the basis .for present day cooperative effort.
Cooperatives were tried in all fields with which the farmer was
compelled to deal. These included those already mentioned as wdl
as banics, insuro.nce, factories producing implements and fertilize
and factories v/hich converted many of the farm products to the
finished good as in the case of cheese, butter, linseed oil,
pork packing, hemp, rnd cotton mills. There were a. few isolated
instances of success but by and large such efforts were expended

in vain from the immediate short term point of view. Considerl^
the long run effect they provided e:rperience and application of
certain economic conditions which may indeed become more and
more useful as time goes on, and our economic maladjustments
becom.e more severe. There are only about three general reasons
for business failure. These are excessive competition from
lower cost producers, inadequate ability, and the lack of capital
These early cooperatives apparently suffered from all three.
Certainly we can understand the problem of obtaining sufficient
capital. The farmers were unable to supply it, the banking
fraternity was unable and unwilling to finance such ventures,
and the general attitude of the ^ime was not sympathetic to wild
cat and "corai'.iunistic” schem.es—they might be too successful if
given a chance. The competition came from the development of
large mail order houses. The first one started in Chicago in
1872. The local alliances of the grauige continued the cooperatite
effort, however, and some sections of the country w-ere material!^'
assisted by these efforts. But the m.ajor importance of grange
organization lay in political action, the results of which we
jave alrea^dy seen in a limited degree. Cooperatives were
declared immune from, anti trust action by the Clayton Act of
1914 so long as they were operated without capital stock and
refrained from unfair competitive practices. ^ The coopera.tive
eecame the major center of the Federal i’arm Policy in 1922 and
everal yeans to follow.
L. Seager and Gulick, Pg, 502, L
;

The United States Department of Agriculture v;as
established by law on I,lay 15, 1862, This was a direct result
of the great indebtedness of the Republican p^arty to the middle
’Vest for the victory of 1860, But before this time there had.
been many proposals, dating s.s far back as 1776. George
IVashington advocated the establishment of a board of agriculture
in one of his messages to Congress,^ Various societies petitions
Congress for the establishment of such a boor*d on different
occasions and the usual result consisted in the drafting of a
bill which was referred to the committee of the whole where it
died a legislative death. But many preced.ents were established.
in the meantime to give the department a strong backing when the
time arrived for the voting of its being. Benjamin Franl'lin,
while in Burope representing the interest of the United States^
of t sent hom.e secd,s of plants and Improved u^^eeds of animals
v;hich were foreign to the United States. This is the v/ay the
ferine sheep v/as intioduced into this country. This practice w»£
common during the administ'.. ation of John Quincy Adams v;hen all
the consuls w'ere instructed to fom/ard foreign seeds and
2
animals to this country. A botanical garden v;as created
during his administration and. a comruittee on agriculture was
founded in the Senate. But the nost outstanding work of e.ny
Dne man in the development of the departm nt of Agriculture
rests with Henry L. -.llsworth, the commissioner of patents during
these early years. Upon his own initiative he sent seeds and
L. Last Annual Liessage to Congress.
2. C.E. Greathouse, Hist . Sketch of the Dept of Agric ., Pg.21.
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plants to farmers for cultivation \7hich v/ere obtained from
abroad. Congress gave him sji appropriation of ;i,000 in 1839
to further his efforts, but this was meagre. It was through the
zeal and energy of this man that the practice v;as continued.
Dther commissioners of the patent office continued the v;orlc of
seed distribution and annual appropriations v/ere forthcoming from
Congress from 1847. The Act of 1662 directed the Con^'issioner
cf Agriculture to maintain and acquire all possible information
concerning the farm through books, correspondence, practical
and scientific research. A library had begun for this purpose
in 1849 and a museum v;as established in 1867. The most importait
piece of v/ork done by the department for agricultural advancemeni
luring the formative perod of its development v/as its publicatior
Df o.n annual report which consisted of much statistical m.aterial
y^aluable to the farm section of the country. The distribution
3f the infer] ’ation v;as poor, hov/ever, and hence its benefits
•vere at first limited to a few. llonthly reports ./ere prepared
.vhich cited the condition of the crops and other such data and
;/ere circulated through clubs, colleges, and societies, -he empb-
yees of the department were subject to the application of the
spoils system of government, and continuity of purpose v/as at
fcim.es futile, numerous instances of practical assistance to the
farmer given by the department through its research could be
Listed. -he introduction of predaceous insects from Australia
and other countries to combat ha].»^'ul insects is but one such
3:cainple of aid.
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V/e have seen that definite efforts to shape a national
policy toward agriculture began v;ith the formulation of the
>1 Union. Indeed the farm group was ejstremely well represented in
the Constitutional convention.^ The constitution v/as ratified
by a farm population. Southwestern farmers forced negotiations
with Spain which opened the lov/er Mississippi r.iver for trading
priviledges and the deposit rigi.ts of Hew Orleans. The farmers
broke with the Federalist party because of the seeming Hamilton-
ian policy of subjugating the agrarian interests to those of
the commercialists. Thus the Jeffersonian Democratic Republican
party was founded under the lead of two notable southern farmers
Jefferson and Hadison. This party did much to retire the
bonded indebtedness of the government and to reduce operation
2
expenses. The purchase of the Louisana territory was obviously
a boon to the agricultural interests of the nation, for it
provided millions of acres of arable land for future exploitatioi
and cultivation. The Jacksonian era was notably the champion of
the naall farmer. During this period the nation saw the
abandonment of property qualifications for voting, the establish-
ment of free education, and the abolishment of imprisonment for
debt. The National Bank was destroyed largely due to this
rural attitude and the policy of further land expansion at the
expense of the Indian was predominant. But with all the
^ favorable background that may have been afforded to the farmer
he was economically behind the manufacturing industry. This
1. M.Farrand,The Framing of the Constitution!. ^g. 148.
2. H. R. Bruce, Pg. 86,
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change v/as preci^^.ted as a result of the Civil V/ar demand. ’”e
have seen the scope of this demand upon the agricultural
rescources of the country, and yet the demand on manufacturing
was even greater. The business entrepreneur had the advantage
of immense natural resources, improved m.achinery, a large
supply of labor, and a tremendous m.arliet. The businessmen used
the more subtle method of lobbying and social contact to gain
the influence of legislative halls. They sought to manipulate
tariffs, control banlilng, escape ta::ation, sought land subsidies
obtain government contracts and attempted to generally throttle
laissez faire to a one sided arrangement. The farmer through
social organizations like the grange e;:ercised political action
by means of open party movements. Although the Grange had
declared that it was a non political organization its members
turned to political purposes end effected action in numerous
W 2E2'S. Y!e have seen how they influenced legislation curbing
certain unfair railroad practices. Still another group of
agrarians created a stir in the political circles of the 18V0*s.
The Civil IVar had been financed by the issuance of paper m.oney
in the amount of over 000, 000. Bonds had been issued
bearing the fabulous Interest rates of from four to eight per
cent. The problem of the redemption of this debt was depressing
to the old established political parties. V/hether they were
to be redeemed in metal ic money. Inflated by further issues
or left as they were, and how to repay the bondholders v/as a
vital question for the farm debtors. The importance of the
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problem to him can easily be illustrated* If during the V/nr he
had mortgaged his farm for the legal tender v.'hich he
received v.as v/orth much less, probably about §600 due to the
depreciation of money as a result of the issuance of fiat
money. If repayment was to be made in gold, obviously the
currency would regain its full value and thus the farmer paying
off the mortgage in this money was actually paying more than
he had received in terras of purchasing pov;er. The creditor
would, benefit since the real interest of the m.ortgage would
increase and he v;ould receive an increment of §400. Fluctuation:
such as this in the general price level of a nation h ic prompted
many suggestions for a currency v/hich might be controlled to the
e:ctent of making it reflect a reasonably stable price level.
This is the goal of a managed currency. Also stabilized bonds
whereby so much purchasing power is bon owed rather than a
quantity of money have been suggested as a possible means to
oblj-teM-te unearned increments. From the foregoing it can be
deduced that the attitude of the farm group was one of advocat-
ing a "cheap” or easy to get currency. This vould naturally
make the payments of debt easier. The slogan used by the
farm group favoring such action was "the same money for the
bondholder as for the plowholder" The group found allies in
the cause of supporting the slogan, namely the growing disconten'.
of the large labor class. The panic of 1875 had united the two
M
in the common belief* A meeting in Toledo of some eight hundred
1. American Agriculture The FirttTSOO Years, Pg. 261.
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delegates adopted the name of “greenback Labor”, This party
denounced the demonetization of silver, referred to at the
time as the "Crime of ^.73”. The party reached its zenith in
the elections of 1878 v/hen its candidates received nearly a
million votes. Fifteen members w'ere elected to Congress.
During the rise of the linight's of Labor the stock of the party
declined since the labor faction turned to the ICnights for
relief, but they returned in 1888 to form the Union Labor Party
and fashioned a platform much wider in application than had ever
been presented. This new organization advocated the government
ownership of railroads and telegraphs, graduated income tcjces,
direct election of Senators and woman suffrage. But the effort
proved to be a futile one, and after its failure the movement
disappeared from the scene of policital action.
Y.'e have seen how various parallel associations grew
with the Grange. These were generally formed into state farmers
alliances. At one time there was an attempted merger of the
"/estern and Southern groups. Although the effort failed both
advocated similar national programs. These were the free
coinage of silver and the government Issuance of paper money,
the reclamation of unneeded lands from the railroads, reduction
of ta::ation and government ownership of all means of comi:7uni cat-
ion and transportation. The farmers favored the establishment
of government warehouses where they could djposit various
non perishable goods and obtain loans in the legal tender
equivalent to eighty per cent of the value of the deposits^ The
.I f,
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annual interest rate was to be one per cent and the terms were
to be net one year. This particulrjr measure advocated at such
an early period is of particulaJP interest in the light of our
present day plans for agriculture. It is not at too much
variance •dth the present crop insurance plan and the ever-
normal granary. The Southern alliance depended upon the
democratic party for the furtherance of its purposes and did
gain considerably from the cooperation v.dth one of the major
parties. The success of this cooperation resulted in the
formation of the "Populist" panty. The alliance coupled with
the Knights of Labor m.et in convention at Cincinnati in 1891
with the purpose of establishing an effective political party. ^
This party favored the adoption of reforms already mentioned and
also advocated an eight hour day and the abolition of the
Pinkerton labor spy system. Heedless to say there v/as the
usual public reaction to the eight hour day planl:, end the
party was depicted in cartoons .;hich ridiculed labor and its
use of the leisure tim.o which it v.’ould have should the proposed
legislation be enacted. But in the election of 1892 with
General ’leaver as the Presidential candidate the la rty polled
over a million votes and captured twenty two electoral college
votes. The congressional election of 1894 increased the party’s
vote by another half million and thirteen congressmen were
elected. The success was due mainly to the combining of
Western and Southern elem.ents. But in spite of all the
spasm.odic successes of such movements economic abuse continued.
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Railroads continued to issue rebates, and through the media of
interlocking directorates were able to consolidate their power
over the economic system to a de-ree unparalleled in our history,
But this was a natural growth from the "rough and ready" attitude
of a pioneering nation. Everyone was in search of a means of
securing "quick" wealth. These reform movements made a fatal
error however in the selection of free silver as a battle cry.
The government refunding program was rem.oving m.any of the Federd.
bonds from the hands of banl'is and private individuals. The
national banl-is of the country had issued bani: notes with these
bonds as the reserve for them. ilatura.lly as the bonds were
taken up by the government there v/as a shrinicage in the
availability of reserves against which banlr notes could be
issued. This resulted in a tight credit situation for the
farm group. The only possibility for an expansion of the
currency lay v/ith the ir oduction of silver. The amount of
Greenbacks that could be us sued by the government was fi::ed by
lav;. In the late eighty *£ and early ninetyJ;s the production
of silver declined perceptibly. In 1890 the money in circulation
averaged only ^25, and the populists had favored an increase to
„50. a figure which was exceeded after 1920. Cheaper money
VO uld have enabled the farmer to pay his debts, purchase
implements^ and make other farm improvements, md would have
relieved him from the clutches of loan sharks and heavy
m.ortgages. In 1896 ‘thQ populists hoped f&:.- the winning of the
election on the basis of a free silver campaign fully expecting
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that the tv;o major la rties would favor a gold policy. IlcIIinley,
of course, opposed free coinage of silver e^ccept by internationd.
agreement, but his opponent Y/. J. Bryan was a silver m.an. His
speeches are meniorable indeed: ”you come to tell us that the gra( i
cities sire in favor of the gold standard. V/e reply that the
great cities rest upon our broad and fertile prdries. Burn
dov/n your cities and leave the farms, and your cities v. ill
spring up again as if by magic; but destroy our farms and the
grass v.ill grow in the streets of every city in the country".
The ensuing confusion which resulted in the populist jr. rty
ultimately brought its dissolution. The split came when the
question arose over the possibility of supporting Bryan or
nominating a candidate of their own. The former path was
taken although many resented the control that the old planters
of the South exercised in the democratic party. General
economic conditions improved after this period of readjustments
and the farmers did receive a share of it. Various new
associations for farmer cooperation were formed and become
effective in their purpose. The Bquity Union, American Society
of Equity, Gleaners and the Farmers Union v;ere some of these.
A farmers National Headquarters was formed as a result of a
combination of some of the above o.nd a lobby was established
in the nati ond capitol. Other developments which had no small
influence upon the direction of economic policies as affected the
farmer were soon forthcoming. The LaFollette regime in
V/isconsin, and the "muckralcers" in other states exposed the
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intertwining of corrupt political machines and corporations.
The Roosevelt Progressives in 1912 ‘.vas yet another reaction to
this farmer demand. The Underwood Tariff of 1915 which reduced
the cost of many articles which the farmers h- d to purchase
was passed, and although it was never effective because of
the war, it v;as in the direction for which the agrsjpian interesi
v/ere aiming. The Federal Reserve system established a real
system of credit which was available to all and in 1916 the
Federal Farm Loan Board was established v/hereby twelve regional
farm loan banks were set up to provide long term credit for
agricultural interests. Extensive work was undertal:en to furth(
the educatianal and research features of the Department of
Agriculture.
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Chapter IV
The translation of the Agricultural problems
into present economic maladjustment.
Y/e have now proceeded to the point vmere the growth
of the problems of agriculture have matured into the vast
problem which has faced this nation since the conclusion of
the last world war. It is this maturity which forms the real
basis for agricultural production control methods.
The First '.Vorld V/ar was the beginning of the present
day farm situation. The period from the turn of the century
to the VJorld ”/ar was on the whole one of slowly rising commodity
prices. It was a period of advantage for agriculture which
promised to be a condition of stable economic development. Our
growing e:xports v/ere paying the foreign obligations of the
country _or at that time we were a debtor nation. During the
era new means of expanding our national production were being
explored. But the impact of the V/orld V/ar interrupted this
tranquil and orderly economic aiction. An altered pattern of
trade and consumption packed developments in our productive
Eastern into a short four years. This forcing of the economic
system is by far more importatnt th''l\ the mere statement of it
implies. In the mind of the nation the first and only object I've
was to win the war, and win it as soon as the job could be done<
All other considerations were necessarily cast aside and
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C.11 types of devices v;ere imported to further v/ar pioduction.
A member of the Food Administration and of the V/ar Trade
Board expressed the situation as follows; “Prior to our entrance
into the war, the allied peoples had suf'^'ered losses in resource:
and in men of w'hich our people have no conception, ilo matter
v/hat sacrifices and losses the future may bring, it is not
possible that our total relinquishments at the end of the v/ar,
in proportion to our resources and population, can equal those
of the allied peoples it is from every point of view the
imperative duty, and ought to be esteemed the privilege of the
American people to assume our full share of the war burden
,.our efforts must be to hold the quantity of foodstuffs of
the allies to the highest point permitted by transportation
facilities, and to m.al:e their diet in the qualitative sense as
close to the normal as possible” This attitude was general
in all our directive adm.inistrations • The Department of
Agriculture expanded the extension work almost immediately.
The Smith-Lever ACt of 1914 put this work on a national basis.
The number of counties v;ith agricultural agents ,-jumped from
928 in 1914 to 2455 in 1918. The appropriations for the
extension v/ork was §5,597,255 in 1915 and §11,502,764 in 1918
and vjjl7,000,000 in 1921. The food supply of the allies
prattically stopped at the beginning of the v/cj?, Russia, Denmai?:
the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Scandinavia were closed to
them. Importing over long sea routes was expensive and hazardou ;•
1. A. E. Taylor^ '.'ar Bread, P,66o
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The responsibility to continue the supply fell to Canada and
the United States. Almost at once officials from France and
England arrived in the United States to arrange for the purchase
of much needed supplies. This v.as the beginning of our change
from a debtor to a creditor nation.
Wheat was one of the first products affected by the
program of expansion. Before the v;ar this country produced on
the average about forty eight million acres of wheat, and by
1915 the acreage had increased by som.e seven million. The
price of this commodity eoared. By Lay 1915 the price was
•;iJ1.40 per bushel. The London weekly Economist explained the
rising prices as follows: "Not only cjre we at war, but Russia,
our chief source of supply, is at war, and is unable
,
owing
to the blocical.e of the Black Sea and the Baltic, to export her
wheat crop. . .which, by the way, is not a good one. Then the
Argentine harvest is reported to be suffering from bad weather.
Two other big exporters are Australia and India. The wheat
crop of the first has failed through drought, and the supplies
from India s.re not over abundant, if we may judge from the fact
that the Indian government has rightly or wrongly put a restrict
on exports".^ By the spring of 1917 the price of wheat had
risen to §2.40 per bushel, due to the expanded demand sjid a shoifc
crop. Upon the entrance of the United States into the war the
Pood and Fuel Control Act was passed on August 10, 1917. This
gave the President absolute power over the entire food supply
1. The High Price of Flour London Economist, P.49*
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f
of the nation, through provisions for licensing all handlers of
food, fixing prices, punishing hoarders, limiting production,
regulating trade practices, requisitioning supplies, operating
manufacturing plants, railroads and the like, and the buying
and selling and storage of certain food products. The Food
Control Act guaranteed the price of v/heat at .^2.00 per bushel fa-
the 1918 crop. Food was to win the V/arl All known educational
devices were employed to expand the national planting acreage'.
Cook books were issued along with thousands of different pamphle'
advising the proper methods of canning and raising of different
foods. The wheat crop of 1917 was about 657 million bushels
and of this amount some 155 millions were exported. The brief
story of wheat was duplicated in other grains. Rye production
price and acreage doubled. The expanded hog production natural!fer
created a situation of an expanded com output. In 1917 corn
was worth .^^l. 75 per bushel on the farm. The government had
not fixed a price for corn and this high price was undoubtedly
due largely to the short crop of that year in addition to the
rapidly increasing demand. The war demand for cotton was slight;
As a result the South ?;as full of despair as is evidenced by the
"buy a bale" campaign which prevailed during the war years. In
fact the price had fallen to five and one half cents per pound
a result of increased introduction with no offsetting demand. But
toward the later stages of the war demand for cotton was express
ed in an indirect way through the improvement of general bu sine as
and the condition for this crop continued to improve with increa'
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The chart reproduced on the following page clearly indicates
the history of cotton exports during and after the war relative
to other commodities. This same chart will also serve to
clarify the extent to which our export market for agricultural
products has declined and thus affected the whole problem of
agricultural production. Foodstuffs were undoubtedly first in
war demands on a par with armaments. Cotton and tobacco ddd
not reflect a war demand until the later stages and then the de»L
mand was of an indirect nature as has been indicated. Tobacco
consumption greatly increased during the war in the form of
cigarettes. The price of smoking also increased som.e three
times during the v/orld conflict. Other prices were also subject
to wide fluctuations during the period. Although livestock
prices on the whole were fairly stable the hog prices were,
however, quite responsive to the new demrjid. It follov/s further
that their responsiveness continued after the war and fell
precipitously with the decline of the emergency demand. Beef
evidenced a more stable price structure in spite of war demand,
and it is probable that the "beef trust" exercised considerable
influence in the price fluctuations of this particular product.
In addition to the war demand abroad, our ovm consumption of
beef increased during the war and the dairy industry as a whole
reflected the demand chiefly in concentrated milks. The product-
*
ion of livestock increased considerably, but in no sense in the
same degree as that of cereal products. Horses were the first
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products purchased by the British and French agents at the
beginning of the v/ar and yet the production of horses did not
noticably increase during the war. This \-/as due to several
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reasons. During this time the . tractor v/as being developed,
and v/as more widely used than ever before, and the automobile
and truck were supplying a certain amount of haulage requirements
of the armed forces of the allies. The extent of expanded farm
production can be emphasized by the presence of gardens in almoi
every yard during the war. Appeals were made to the urban
population of the country to cultivate such gardens^ and although
they were expensive to operate by city people in terms of actual
production, they were nevertheless in great abundance. During
this period appeals were made to everyone to produce as m.uch
as possible for himself so that greater comr/.ercial prod-’ction
could be devoted to the prosecution of the v.ar. The government,
as has been stated issued cook books and sug.ested diets. All
types of patriotic slogans were adopted to sell this idea to
the public. “Can your ovm food and can the Kaiser” v.as but one.
Those individuals v;ho were not directly engaged in war productioi
were encouraged to work on farms during holidays end vacations.
Teachers, businessmen, and school children were utilized in the
harvesting of crops. It is natural that during this period
farmers expanded their farm land at the expense of good judg -
ment. rand values increased and during this increase a good mary
farmers mortgaged their holdings in order to expand operations.
In this regard it is quite pertinent to note that in the present
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war very little of this type of speculation has been can ied on,
and since it is a principal factor in encouraging inflationary
tendencies this will provide a possible counter balance to
other factors which have similar effects upon the cost of living
About one quarter of the population of the United Stale
is engaged in agricultural production and live on the farms of
the nation. The rural community has long been regarded as the
backbone of the country and the v/ord farmer has long been
synonomous with integrity and good living. The cooperative
spirit and the unvrritten ethics of m.utual assistance in our
rural areas has gained the respect of the whole population. It
is this spirit v;hich in the long run v;ill solve the ills of the
group. In 1935 there were some 6,800,000 farms v;ith about
52,000,000 people living on them. Of this number o.bout one half
Lived in the South and about forty per cent in the I’orth, and
less than ten per cent in the eleven Western states. So, v;e see
that about one person in five is employed in agriculture. In
considering the farm problem from the individual farm units, it
nust be remembered that different sized farms present entirely
different problems. This was indicated in the problem, of a
proper land policy. The census of 1950 indicates that three
fifths of the farms are of one hundred acres of land or less
and comprise only sixteen per cent of all the farm land of the
3ountry, twenty three per cent of the harvested crop land, and
bwenty nine per cent of the value of all farm land ojnd farm buiLi-
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Lngs. Contrast this v/ith the fact that one fifth of the farms
are largej^r than 174 s.cres, comprise siicty si:-: per cent of all
the land, fifty three per cent of the harvested crop and forty
even per cent of the value of land and building. But s^ill
nore astounding is the fact that 5.8 per cent of the f arrrj are
aver five hundred acres and consist of forty per cent of all
farm land. The farm problem obviously is not concerned v/ith
this latter group for the simple fo.ct that farmers in this
group are not numerous enough to constitute a problem in
iestitution and rehabilitation. But ijt is more concerned writh
the smaller units. These smaller units have been increasing
constantly since the Civil V/ar. In 1860 farnsof less than fifty
acres v/ere but thirty per cent of the total, and in 1955 they
ivere forty per cent of the total. The reason for this inci^case
in smaller units has in part been e:::plained, but it has been
accelerated since the first v.orld v/ar after the let dov/n of the
unprecedented v/ar demand. The number of farms v/hose individual
output exceeded ,|>2500 constituted only nineteen per cent of the
total number of farmers and they produced three fifths of all
farm commodities. Contrasted \1 th this fact forty nine per
cent of all farmers was responsible for only eleven per cent
of all products sold and forty two per cent of all commodities
consum.ed by farm families.^ Of every one hundred persons
working in agriculture in 1955, fifty two were operators, but
onl2/ twenty four owned all the land they farmed. Six v/ere part
1. Agricultural Statistics, 1955.
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owners and tv;enty two were tenant So Six of the twenty two
tenants were sharecroppers in the South. Thirty five of one
hundred persons were unpaid relatives who worked on the fams
and thriteen were hired laborers. These statistics give some
idea as to the problem which has confronted the nation since
the conclusion of the last woi-ld war, Ali-eady^ attempts are
being made to avoid a duplication of this economic fiasco in
unwarranted farm expansion. The government recently has
issued a letter to all farmers of the nation suggesting that
they refrain from i^umfoasing any new equipment, but rather
repair and use that which they have ^-^n hand. I'his policy has
been backed by the steel al^t^ ent for su h
_
equipm.ent . Ihe
first such alloi^^.ent was eighty per cent of the 1940 product-
ion in new equipment and 150 per cent in repair parts. Since
the entrance of the United States into the war, it is likely
that even this will be revised, '-^‘he result of the urgency of
the defense program has already been felt in the farm iraplem.ent
industry since by allottments of various types of machinery
varying from twenty five to eighty per cent of the previous
years sales. The steel is being used for more urgent productiorj
of weapons and at the same time an undue expansion of agricultu?jl
production is being avoided. Fortunately the administration
has the directive machinery which has been in use under the
New Deal farm policy, and it is adequately equipped to obtain
the vital inform.ation of farm production in time to adjust
production quotas as the need is anticipated. At the present
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time it is felt that the present acreage and equipment can
supply the corarr.odity needs of the situation. Should there
be a need for further new equipment the raw material quota
can be changed to meet the new requirement, ..t the same time
the farmers of the nation through the grange and other such
movem.ents are collecting old snd aba:idoned equipment to be
repaired by the students enrolled in the schools of agriculture
and similar organizations. If they are required^ they can be
used on a collective basis of cooperation.
About forty per cent of all the owner operated farms
2TO mortgaged and the debt amounts to about one half the value
of the lond and buildings on full owner operated farms. This
debt is the heaviest in the corn, v/heat^ and dairy belts. The
debt is a holdover from the speculative activities of the farmer
at the last world war. 'he have indicated that the farmer in an
anticipat46n of a non—stopping s.nd unlimited v/ar demand e::pand-
ed to the utmost and mortgaged his very future to do it. This
period of expansion took place at a time of Inflation, and
after the stabilization of the price level the debts were harder
to pay. It is normal^ of course^ that the unusual demands of
v/ar would result in a higher price structure, but when certain
prices advance beyond the general price level then a condition
of inflation exists with these commodities. Such was the case
of farm prices during the last war. The e:ctent of the rise
was m.ore than double pre war prices. They were slow in
responding to the trend, but advanced rapidly after two years
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and declined even more rapidly at Its conclusion. The rise
and fall of this price structure in -elation to the prices of'
other commodities v/hich the farmer purchases^ is shown by the
chart on the following page. Although the period 1909 to 1914
is not indicated on the diagram the prices received and those
paid by the farm group very near’ly coincided, and this period
as a result has been one used a a "goal" inde:: by many govern-
m.ent agricultural programs. The farmers’ advantage began at
the beginning of 1917 and ended in 1921, It is the persistence
of the disadvantageous position of the farmer as to the
effectiveness of the returas of his production in i-elation to
the v/holesale prices of other commodities that has emphasized
the farm problem and -.hLch has brought forth many revolutionary
ideas as to its solution. During the period some farmers were
prosperous and others were not, depending upon the crop cultiva:'
ed, -'.'ool, cottonseed, v/heat, tobacco, hogs, and beans rose to
high prices whereas horses, cattle, hay, onions, apples, eggs,
and butter remained fairly stable. The gross income of agricul-
tural production v;as seven billions in 1914, eight point nine
in 1916, twelve point eight in 1917, fifteen point one in 1918
and just short of seventeen billions -in 1919, In 1920 the inc
fell to thirteen point five billions end gradually declined
to five billions in 1952. The increase in land values can
well be illustrated by the figures of rent returns in the state
of Iov;a, The U. S. Department of Agriculture cites this state
as being the average. Between 1914 and 1920 the average value
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of an acre of land rented for cash doubled. The gross cash
rent nearly doubled and taxes and upkeep kept in line v/ith the
increase; and the net rent land increased about fifty seven per
cent. In some instances this increase ‘. as as much as seventy
per •crent>, -he value of plov/londs rose from $58. per acre to
$90. during the v/ar. Natura.lly this increase v:as not a one
sided affair for certainly the farme- s expenses also increased.
Hired help costs for the farm increased from about 700 million
dollars in 1914 to over 1,600 millions in 1920. Fertilizer
increased from 188 millions to 550 millions, farm implements
from 56 millions to 91 millions during the same period. The
growers of grain received higher prices, but the growers of
cattle had tp pay considerably more for feed, 451 millions
to 1,097 m.illions and yet did not enjoy a similar increase in
cattle prices. Legislators first seem to thinlc of land upon
the imposition of new ta::es, and this field has already had
more than its share of new tajces. Torres and interest are two
of the heaviest fixed charges v;hich the farmers have to bear.
Upon the decline of the prices of fa.rm commodities the tv/o
fixed charges remained and had to be met on certain days of
the yea.r, yean after year. This tax situation as it affected
farm real estate increased from 222 million dollars in 1914
to 510 millions in 1921. The interest on farm mortgages
increased from 240 millions in 1914 to 45 millions in 1921.
The average freight rate increased at about 175 per cent
dull ng the period. These figures are cited from the /uinual
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statistical publications of the United States Department of
Agriculture for the purpose of illustrating the magnitude of tl®
farm problem. For a more graphic picture of the relation of
gross farm income to various fi:xed and variable expenditures
from 1909 to 1932 the selected group as compiled by the
Bureau of St'^tistics is reproduced on the following page. It
should be noted that the relationship is unusually prop'Ttionate
with the exception of interest and taxes which have the tendenQ'
of lagging behind the drop in income. Certainly a condition
has been created which wil], persist unless so:vie very positive
ijieasures are t allien to alleviate the econo-^ic maladjustment.
IJojTtgages on farm property stood at :;-5,200,000, 000 in 1910,
^8,400,000,000 in 1920, 600, 000, 000 in 1950 and foreclos-
ures reduced the figure to jV, 100, 000, 000 in 1957. So \.he
increase experienced during the last v/ar did not decline at
its conclusion, but rather persisted through the era of the
twenties and reached its peak in the depression of the thirties.
In 1955 the ratio of debt to the value of ovme.d farms •vas about
fifty per cent, neal estate taicos and interest charges amounted
to seven per cent of the farm cash income in 1910 and during
the depression period this figure had increased to twelve per
c e '^t
.
The Increase in the mortgage debt of the farm pop-
ulation of the country had its natural com.plement in the
increase of farm tenancy. There are three general types of
such tenancy. The first is a pure cash renting. h.lch is rare.
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composing about eighteen per cent or 489,000 farms. The
second is crop share renting v/hich delegates certain respon-
sibilities to both the landlord and the tenant. The landlord
usually contributes in addition to the real estate, the taures
and certain production eicpenses, and fo''’ this contribution
directs the operation of the farm even to the selection of
crops. The farmer provides the labor, tools and seed. The
share ''split up" or the division of the profits varies accord in,
to the bargaining ability of those involved. This type involve
some 1,600,000 farms and are operated on year to year leases.
This latter fact in itself lends these farms to a. one crop
system of farming and also various obvious v;a.stes. Tenants
under such a contr ct are not very apt to attempt to improve
the condition of the soil on the theory that if it is not
productive they will move elsewhere, and those \iho do make such
improvements stand the chance of not enjoying them when time
Cor lease renev/ing comes around. The third type is strictly a
share cropping arrangement found principally in the South. In
the section of the country there ai'^e 568,000 colored and
548,000 white sharecroppers. The cropper supplies the la.bor
while the landlord contributes all other necessary items for
farm production. Since the cropper can move very easily, and
the landlord consequently mi;ht lose part of his investment,
he does not undertalce to supply anything beyond the barest
necessities. The pitiful conditions prevalent in many of
these cropper areas are probably well known by most people.^
1. H. C. IT ixon, Forty Acres and Steel liules, Fg,28u
r
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Shacks v/ith leaky roofs, open ’..inclows, concave v/alls,and poor
water and sanitation facilities cai: be seen from any train
v/indow through the South especially, and certainly other
sections of the country are not free from these "shames'’ of
progressive civilization. These tenants are surprisingly
mobile since one half of them spend less than one year in
any one place. In 1880 about one quarter of the four million
farms were tenant operated, and from this time until 1955
this number has increased by 180 per cent.^ Contrast this
with the thirty tv/o per cent increase of farmer o’.med estab-
lishments. The Special Committee appointed by the President
of the United States investigating this trend in 1956 cited the
public land policy, war speculation, falling prices, inadequate
credit facilities, and periodic economic depressions as the
cause for it. So it is definitely apparent that the fanners’
equity in his land is declining at an alarming rate. In 1880
his equity was sixty two per cent of the total value of farm
land while in 195o it had declined to thirty nine per cent.
This condition of declining equity is important in an analysis
of farm conditions throughout the entire nation. It has been
observed that those sections of the nation v/hich have a high
equity ratio do not have a condition as serious as those with
a low equity rating. The state of Connecticut for example has
an extremely high percentage of farmer owned establishm.ent end
at the same time the farm prosperity in this state has been
1. The Agricultural Situation-The B:end in Tenancy and Ov;nership
A. M. Loomis, Pg, 67.
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outstanding even through the hardest yesj?s for the former,
This area has the highest number of electrified farms, and the
greo-test percentage of other conveniences in proportion to the
total number of farm.s. The homes, barns, and soil im :ept
better here than in other comparable sections of the farm regicn s
of the country. The condition is so marked that it is eyj^ident
that the equity ratio does play an important part in farm
prosperity. Recent programs of aid to the farmer have recog-
nized this and have endeavoured to restablish this equity by
a more adequate credit organization. The seriousness of the
credit and banicing facilities available to the fanner is
illustrated by the two graphs which inn:ediately ’follov:. It
should be particularly noted that in a period of declining
farm prices and consequently a. time when such credit facilities
are most sorely needed banlc suspensions increased. The reasons
for this ai^many and varied, but the primary concern lies vath
the fact that at the time v/hen credit facilities are reqired,
they are reduced. Another important observation rests with
the close relationship of demand deposits and farm prices.
This condition has been remedied by the institution of various
banlcing reforms, and it is not likely to be of so great
importance in the future of the farm problem.
There were 1,600,000 paid workers on the farms of
the nation in 1955. This does not Include, of course, many
children and relatives of farmers v;ho assist at the most needed
times, I'armiing is a highly seasonal industry, and this season-
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ality has bad the effect upon the employment of farm labor.
This labor is of necessity extremely mobile, and it moves
with the maturity of the different crops of the farms of the
country. The need for cheap labor on farms has led to the
employment of women and minors. In 1950 over seventy per cent
of the workers between the ages of ten and fifteen yearns v;ere
on the il’.rm§,and this am-- unted to about 171,000 in pealc
seasons. The wages for this large group of farm workers
averaved about ^2,52 per day in 1929 vdth about 151 days
worked during the yea.r. This meant that the v.orker had about
C"550 as a reward for his labors that year. Since that time
the average has declined with the depression and has recently
risen to new heights. The index of farm wages stood at 170 in
1929 and declined to 72 in 1955 and bounded bac’: to 124 in 1940
Since that time it has undoubtedly risen to a point probably in
the vicinity of 185. The cotton area dems.nded about nine hours
per day for he worker while the grain sjid dairy belts required
eleven and twelve hours. The board v.iiich this migratory labor
enjoyed v/as far from the quality that most people might imagine
Pork, biscuits, turnips, cabbage, potatoes, beans, and peas '
were the common fare. All very “filling” but lacking in the
essential vital food elements necessary to energetic living.
The size of the family was the source of income for both farmer
and v.’orker alike. The more children there were, then the
greater hands in the field to earn a fev; pennies. As a result
of this belief both the farmer and the worker usually had
85
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extremely large families. V/e knov/ that actually this added to
the dependence of the v/orker upon his employer, reduced his
bargaining position and generally' added to his plight. This
unfortunate condition v;as so prevelent that the women folk often
used to pray for "graveyrjcd luck" or a."still birth". Economic
conditions v;ithin a nation v/hich promipt this sort of living are
certainly incompatable v;ith social justice and all that is
m.orally right, and that is v;hy the people of the country demand-
ed that something be done about it. The present war perhaps
has interrupted positive national economic readjustment, but at
its conclusion we shall not be lulled into another era like
that of the twenties. Difficulties of administration and the
powerful farm bloc in Washington prevent the '.Vagner Act from ts
inge jurisdiction over this large group of farm labor. Facili-
ties do not e::ist for effective job information, even to the
meagre extent that such information is available to the city
worker, but conditions which prompted the writing of ’''Vhe
0/
Grapes of Wrath will not long persist at the moral expense of
some two million people without them rising effectively against
such conditions. Some farm workers have attem.pted to improve-
their position by means of the right to strike. And some of
them have been successful too, but they are in the minority.
Large powerful intrenched organizations like the Associated .
Farmers, who ai'^e in fact representatives of a small economic
section of our farm population have effectively opposed such
movements and have frustrated the attempts of a depressed
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class to raise their standard of living. But there were some
250 such disputes in the period 1950 to 1959 and this v/eapon
of labor is spreading further into new places. Both the
American Federation of Labor and the Congress for Inc'Ustrial
Organization have been active in this field. In 1958 the CIO
claimed a membership of some 86,000 such workers centered,
of course, in the areas of the largest ihrms v;ith the greatest
worker employment.^ Since the last V/orld V;ar the tremendous
advance in agricultural technology and mechanization has com-
pletely changed the demand for labor on the farm. V/e have
already seen hov/ the crudest improvements in farm m.achinery
effected large savings in labor costs, and : et this has
doubled many times since those early days. At one tim.e there
v/ero some 250,000 men and women who followed the ripening of
ohe grain across the country, and today the enormous grain
combines and the gasolene rub. er tired tractor has eliminated
thousands of these \'orjiers. The r.’AV had enjoyed an influence
with this group of workers, and since the diminishing of their
numbers so too has the influence of this labor organization
declined. Other machines have also reduced the man hour labor
requirements on the farm. This list could be several pages lone
but let it suffice to soy that from the big multi ganged plows'
and harrows which prepare the earth for plo.nting, through the
stages of drilling, fertilization, cultivation and the actual
harvesting of the crops of the country all types of machinery
has been made available to tal^e the place of the v;orker. Kew
1. C .RePaugherty^ Labor Problems in American Industry.Pg, 555.
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developments ere being introduced all the time, and although the
study of implement prices indicate that they have been maintaine|^
at a fairly stable stage in spite of the rise and fall of the
general price level there have been attempts in the past decade
to build machines v/hich v/ould sell at a price that would prove
attractive to the m.oderate farmer too’. This would invade the
field of a farm w'hich might have a few hired workers, and
elim.inate their jobs for them. Tractor cultivation to be
profitable in the sense beyond that of mere self sufficing
requires rather Irrge acreage of planting. In the South the
realization of this has driven many share croppers from the
soil into part time agricultural laborers. Lany of the smaller
holdings throughout the South were consolidated with the
purpose of the introduction of effective power farming and tho^e
living on these plots of land were required to shift to new
occupations. They naturally turned to a field \i th which they
were most familiar and added to the plight of the migratory
farm worker. The normal e:^pectancy was that the increase of
tractor fariwing in the ne^ct ten years would displace about
360,000 farm families as a result of the large consolidations
of farms. There is no question but what the present w^ar will
accelerate this movement and the problem will be presented
to the nation that much sooner for consideration. After this
of course the increase in displacements will not be so great
perhaps, but it is nevertheless a problem of no small demenslons
The following diagram indicates labor relationships in the fields
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of agricultural and industrial employment. It should be noted
that farm labor has been most plentiful during the depressions
of 1921 and 1950, and at the same time it has been scarce
during industrial prosperity and the war period.
Farmers have various non material compensations for
their efforts, and they live on their material compensation
in much the same way that city folks do. In 1929 the average
gross income for farmers was .,1855, This does not seem so
bad, but it does merit further investigation when over one
half of the farms produced less than ijflOOO and 1,800,000
farm families had less than §600 and a million farm families
did not mal-:e §400. This latter situation is an approach to
the lower Chinese standard of living. Consider this in the
light of the reports by the Brookings Institute and other
impartial and factual investigations which definitely state
th^t the minimum comfortable income for a normal family should
be §2500 per year. That was in the peak year of industrial
activity 1929. Then came the depression. It affected people
on the farm too although they had been in a depression since
1923. It simply introduced deeper poverty, and a greater
dependence upon outside relief. The cities were fostering
a back to the farm movement for its young people, and the farmer
was literally economically "out”. In 1936 twenty eight per
cent of the non relief families of the country had incomes of
less than §500, and thirty five per cent had between §500 and
§1000. The diagram which follows indicates gross farm income
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and expenditures for the years 1924 to 1932. In more recent
days since 1929 the farmer has been operating on a sm.aller
margin equivalent to a hand to mouth existence. In 1935 a
million farm families v/ere on Federal relief or the rehabilit-
ation rolls. The safety valve of available public land further
v/est had disappeared and the industries of the near by tov/ns
did not offer very much encouragement for a supplementary source
of income for the farmer. A national survey in 1934 indicated
that over one half the farms were in serious need of repair,
and that one in three required painting for the sole purpose
of future preservation. Over seventy per cent of the farms do
not have adequate water facilities, and but eighteen per cent
had the advantage of electrification. Ninety one per cent of
the farms lacked indoor bathroom facilities, and v/ater had to be
carried from an outdoor v/ell to the house. But with these
glaring figures of inadequacies practically all the farms had
radios and autom.obiles . Rural illiteracy is higher than that
of the urban centers for the simple reason that school is of
secondary importance in thses sections. Work comes firtt, and
then schooling. School terms are shorter and as a rule the qua]
of the teacher is not as good as that of the urban school. But
the rural areas are unable to support the expense of excellent
educational facilities. Medical care in the rural sections of
ity
the nation is limited to one doctor for every 1000 and 1500
persons as companed with one doctor for every 500 persons in
the city. This too is understandable since the doctor no less
than the business man and other professional men is in search of
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profit i-nd a "comfortable" living. There have been established
institutions for cooperative medical services in some rural
areas in an effort to ameliorate this latter condition. But
this is a general picture of hov; the farmer lives in an average
rural community. The Northern ;^art of the country enjoys the
greatest farm prosperity in the nation, r/here as has already
been indicated there is a high percentage of farmer ov.nod and
operated farms rather than a predominant tenant system of farmi
ing. The farms are not as large as many of the middle west for
example, and certainly are more difficult to till from a
topographical standpoint. These farmers regard themselves as
business men and do foJ’rning on a strict accounting basis.
They use v/hat pov/er machinery as can be adapted to their
particular farm and employ all the information and advice that
is obtainable from experimental stations and agricultural
colleges. This group is particularly gadget conscious and
generally has the latest ..ashing machine, mixing machines^
and like household devices in his home as well as two cars
in the garage. Yet on the other hand^the lowest of slum
conditions do exist in rural regions of the country especially
in the South where the sharecropper system is miost widely used.
The early farmers were largely self sufficing, but
not so vdth the modern mass producer of foodstuffs^ The
farmer- in our present day sells his products for a cash
income with '..'hich ohey purchases tractors
,
fertilizers, radios,
overalls, stovesj and coffee. This modern commercialization
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has resulted in the great agricultural expansion which this
country has experienced. But at the same time this has also
made the farm-er dependent upon price fluctuations at home and
in distant places and has extended the farmers interest beyond,
the boundaries of his county. The size of the wheat crop in
Russia is of paramount importance to the wheat grower of the
vrestern states for it will have a direct bearing on his net
income from that crop; it will affect the marketability of
the crop and will influence consuming habits of the entire
population. This change in the attitude of farming developed
as a result of the last world wo.r. The price comparison
table below indicates the incentive to the commercialization
of agriculture.
1913 1919
Wheat per bushel ,'-/9
Oats It It to•111I1 .77
Corn ' It It .70 1.51
Cotton ti It OJ1—
1
.
1111I
.55
Tobacco It It to(
—
1•iI1I1 1—
1
CO
•
Small v/onder tha.t the competitive m.ethods of urban industry
were transported to the farm. Land speculation of an unprec-
edented kind spread through the nation. Thus the surplus
land available for production was talcen up for an expected
price increment. Personal -debts mounted and homes, v/ere
mortgaged to the hilt. New land were purchased and borrowing
made upon them for still nev/ lG.nds and machinery with which to
till the soil. The end was inevitable. Actual farm acreage
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was nine per cent greater in 1920 than in 1910. Land devoted
to the production of wheat alone increased from 46,000,000
acres to 73,000,000 between 1917 and 1919. The great needs
of fighting and destroyed Europe increased our exports from.
§1,100,000,000 in 1915 to §3,8009,000,000 in 1919. Heightened
bufing and the general increa.se in the price level caused
' A
farm values to rise some seventy per cent' during the period
1915-20. The end of the war demand closed this wild chapter
of expansion. The value of farm property in 1910 was forty
one billions, in 1920 seventy eight billions, in 1925 fifty
seven billion but rebounded to fifty eight billion in 1929.
The gross agricultural income fell from 900, 000, 000 in
1919 to §8,900,000,000 In 1921 and averaged about ^12,800,000,®
in the period 1925 to 1929. The apparent recovery after the
middle twenties was not real since the farm income became a
less proportionate part of the total national income during
the period. This is illustrated by the decline in the farm
purchasing power as it is related to the industrial production
of the nation. The index figures in this regard stood at an
average of 102 in the period 1910-19 and ninety four per cent
for the period 1920-29'. This decline in farm purchasing
power was accompanied by an increase in the -nnortgage debt
of the farmers, in order to maintain the of living
that the war had created for them their purchaa. ng power
disadvantage was made up by bo rowing^ Of course interest
and principal of old debts had to be met as well and the
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addition of nev; obligations merely emphasized the problem.
The magnitude of the problem is illustrated by the declaration
of the various debt moratoriums in the recent depression. Like
their forefathers, the m.odern farmers have formed unconsciously,
unions to protect and maintain their land holdings. At
attempted foreclosures these men would gather together before
the auctioneer's harmrier and bid just enough to purchase the
property to return it to the evicted. The average mortgage
debt per acre in 1920 was 235 per cent of what it had been in
1910, and during the ensuing years this proportion increased.
The severity of the farm situation varied of course in differen';
regions of the country and with the grov/ers of different crops.
The hardest hit in the decline of American agriculture were
the growers of the great export products v/heat, cotton, and
hog products. The least affected were those engaged in dairy
and fruit production. The farmer had the “keep up v/ith the
Jones” complex and spent more and more for consumption goods.
They tried to live on a comparalole basis with the urban populatfcif
when income was insufficient as did the farmers of G-reece.
By 1932 the national agricultural income wa.s down to some
$5,600,000,000 or sixty per cent below the level of 1929.
There are one quarter of our population in agricultural
pursuits, yet they enjoy but seven per cent of the national
Income as of 1932, The purchasjing power of farm products
stood at 61 as against 100 in the years 1910-14, The cash
income available to the farm family was $770 in 1929, but in
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1932 it had declined to $130 per family. The drop in farm
prices v/as thirty two per cent and still worse was the drop in
the ability to purchase goods, for this fell by some seventy
five per cent. The industrial depression cut off the possibili ;
of part time em.ployment in towns, mines and lum.ber camps. The
total value of farm property shrunlc to $43,000,000,000 and
land values had slum.ped by fifty per cent of the 1920 estimates ,
This was a serious deflation for all and especially for our
farm population. This deflation caused a blanlcet of banlcruptcbs
and foreclosures throughout the nation.
The great expansion of the farm, production facilities
was designed to meet the requirements of a huge foreign market.
Before the last world war we enjoyed a reo.sonable foreign trade
in foodstuffs and raw materials for we were a debtor nation.
Y!e supplied the great industrial centers over uhe world. The
war brought a nev/ demand and our expanded production v/as
accelerated to m.eet it. But at the. conclusion of the war this
dem.and abruptly stopped and was replaced by a moderate post
war demand. Foreign farm.ers returned from, battle fields to
repair their fences and till their soil once again. The
patriotic posters scattered throughout our land shouting "if
your can't fight, FARIvi; Pood will v/in the warl—Plow to the
fence for national defense" became meaningless to the American
farmer almost overnight. Taat was to be dene with the forty
million acres of new land that had been plov;ed and tilled?
The Great Plains alone contributed over thirty million acres of
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land which were plowed for the first time to holster supply.
The d.emand had disappeared. This has a greater meaning than
might be supposed for not only did the war demand stop for the
American exporter, but much of the normal dem.and. as well. The
European nations embarked on a policy of self sufficiency and.
imposed all types and varieties of barriers designed to protect
the farm industry at homxe. The diagram included on the next
page shows the relationship of foreign im.port duties on wheat
and United States stocks of wheat for the years 1920 to 1934,
It is no coincidence that increased stocks have also brought
increased tariff ba.rriers. The boundaries of miany of the
nev/ly formed states of Europe cut into previously existing
economic areas. As a result attempts were m.ade to rebuild an
economy on both sides of the boundaiy vi th a resulting duplicati
of facilities and effort. The sincere fear of a social rev-
olution led to these movements for entire and. complete self
sufficiency, and more significant perhaps is the fact that
this policy was forced upon these nations by the pursuance of
a false economic policy by other nations. The United States
was a good examiple of this attitude. The “orld V/ar had
transformed this nation into a creditor position after it
"was over", and in order to receive payments on the interest
of our capito.l and the princiiial, imports v;ere necessary.
Payment in money was impossible since enough of it s:mply did
not exist. But we as a nation refused to recognize this, and
continued our highly protectionist attitude. Rather, we
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continued to build higher and higher tariff barriers which of
course tended to reduce our imports and thus made im.possib]e
the repayment of debts to us. The policy of ”buy from, us, pay
us v/hat you ov/e us, but sell little to us" is an impossibility
in present world economy.^ It was pursued nevertheless, but
by further loans on v;hich v/e refused to accept paym.ent since
our barriers continued to rise. The speculation in the m.oney
markets collapsed in 1929, and v/ith it cam.e the cessation of
loans abroad and the world economy felt the shock. Other
reasons for the policy of a self sufficiency were military,
sociological and political, but they all contributed to a
reduction of international conmierce and did m.uch to push the
\;orld into its present plight. The self sufficiency policies
of Europe v/ere not complete and sudden at any one t ime^naturo.l!V,b '
’
but as each nation became reconstructed and rehabilitated, more
and m.ore imports were shut off by barriers of many kinds. By
1925 the climax of European reconstruction was consunmded and
the reestablishment of agricultural production v;as completed.
In order to protect the income of these rehabilitated farm.ers
and to encourage further agricultural growth, the nations of
Europe increased import duties and invoked new quotas which
directly affected the lot of the if erican farmer. The graph
on the following page indicates the success of some European
nations in raising the domestic price of wheat through the
erection of tariff barriers above the world market price.
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The debacle of 1929 './as but a greater impellation for still
higher and more strict meojis of domestic protection. The
loss of this foreign dem.and v;as great, but since it was also
coupled with the stagnation of our domestic demand, the
situation became doubly serious. The cash Income from the
/
surplus production was not enough to permit the farm.er to
purchase commodities which he required for mere existence,
nor in fact was it sufficient to permit him to meet the bare
costs of production. Economic theory v/ould exercise its
practical force in the long run as a result of the persistence
of such a condition and labor and land would be squeezed out
of agricultural production where it was sub marginal. But a
\
decreased production as a result of this natural force of
economics would force farm.ers to depend upon, the public relief
roles and move to other pursuits probably in the urban centers
v/here unemployment and relief problems were already acute.
The relationship of net agricultural production , and prices is
expressed in :he graph which follows. There v;as a fairly
stable total production from the years 1925 to 1929, but the
effects of the deflation which has been mentioned set in at
the outset of the depression and created a serious economic
maladjustment. Hence the solution of the condition is one
of national magnitude, and does not necessarily concern the
agricultural interests alone. The farmers net incom-e is
determined by deducting the costs of operations from the gross
income and ano.lyzing the result in the light of the things he
102
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has to buy. In other words v;e are more concerned with the
farmers** real income.
There have been many attempts to compare the farm
with large scale business enterprise. The farm is usually of
a small size and highly competitive, A billion acres of
land o.re split up am.ong nearly seven million farms. Sven the
largest and highly mechanized cotton plo.ntr^jlon cannot be
com-pared to a typical steel or autom.obile factory. T^ere is
a great deal of difference in the degree of competition and
the means for the control of prices in the tv^o. The farmer
as we have seen has consistently produced all that he could,
and in fact falling prices havem.erely provided a further
incentive to produce more in order to maintain the same net
income, and the produce was sold in a competitive market.
But the industries that buy from and sell to the farmer are
far better able to control production and invoke certain
price policies. The farm.er must meet this power of industry
in the form of transportation, fertilizers, tractors, refriger-
ators and credit. In 1934 three big tobacco companies bought
forty si:< per cent of the total tobacco crop, thirteen flour
millers bought sixty five per cent of the wheat crop, three
meat packers bought forty one per cent of the cattle, two
milk distributors bought thirteen per cent of commerical m.ilk
production and there are many more instances which shov; tho.t
the farmer has a relatively poor bargaining position.^
1. Federal Trade Comm_ssion Reports-see C .T.Schriiidt-Am.erican
Fanners in the V/orld Crisis, Pg. 89.
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Certainly the prices the farmer receives are less certain
than those he pays, and this in part explains the low purchasing
power that he 'enjoys. The next tv/o graphs illustrate the
price differentials in fo.rm and non farm commodities and
effectively express the farmers disadvantage in price relation-
ships.
The tariff has long worked to the advantage of our
industrial resources whereas its advantage to the farm pop-
ulation is questionable. A tariff tends to reduce imports,
and hence it :is conceivable that a debtor nation might use
such a device advantageously, but not so a creditor nation.
Industrial protectionism began a.t an early age in the United
States, and it .-as supported by the agricultural regions in
the belief that new markets would be created in the industrial
centers of the country for farm produce. This protectionist
theory \:as expanded and was connected in some v/ay in the
public mind with a high standard, of living. This of course
merely resulted in the maintenance of prices of these various
industrial corm. odities . The advantage on the to.riff question
as between agricultural and non agricultural cormnodities has
been illustrated in many detailed studies. For example it is
estimated that in 1925 tariffs go.ve the producers of sugar
beets, wool, flaxj and wheat an additional income of some
)o0,000,000 for the year, v/hereas the tariffs on non agricultur; il
goods burdened the f.armer to the extent of about v^ool, 000, 000
for the scene period. The 1955 estimate of this cost to the
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farmer of tariffs on non agricultural comr c^ities v/hich he
purchased at about .''681,000,000 or an average of -^108 per farm
fa ily.‘'~
108
The deman.d for certain agricultural staple products
is inelastic. For example a decline of fifty per cent in the
price of bread or potatoes does not induce people to consume
tv/ice as much bread or potatoes, in fact any change in the
consumption at all would, probably not be very noticeabi®. Yet
the price fluttuations of these staple comm.odities are consider-
able as a result of this inelasticity end a varying production.
The rigidity of many costs of agricultural production and
imarketing emphasizes this price fluctuation. The vagaries of
weather, the lapse of time between seeding and harvesting tim.e
and the years between the breeding, birth and maturity of aniin^
contribute to the fluctuation in farm production. It likewise
follows that from the tim.e consideration in farming the capital
turnover is slow or the supply of certain agricultural good.s
is Inelastic in short periods as a result of a lack of
responsiveness to production changes. One of the ree.sons fox
this condition lies in the fixed investments of the farms and
relatively long periods that are required, to liquify these
investments. It has been indicated before that farming is
something m.ore than a pure business underta.king. Rather it is
more of a "v/ay of life”, and this contributes to the great
Imobllity of farmers who are unwilling to leave the soil. The
i
vast num.bers v/ho ’leave farms for urban life are largely ’compos-^c
1« Schmidt. C.T. a American Farmers in the World Crisis.
,
p. 94.
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of farmers’ sons anci relatives who are too young to assume the
responsibility of the farm for the reason that the father is now
old enough to surrender those responsibilities. Its timss>l:)ility
indicates that farm costs are for the most part "overhead” or
fi;:ed costs and any reduction in production results in little
net saving and any expansion requires rela.tively small capital
outlays. The presence of many small units in farm production
has resulted in much wasteful competition and the action of
any one farmer to v/ithold his production for higher prices
merely harms his individual economic position. As a consequence
during a period of falling prices the farmer does not restrict
his production at all, but rather expands it in . order to offset
a possible reduction in his net cash incorae. This tendency
has served to reduce the econo ;ic parity of all farmers, and
hence any action which would restrict production during the tir®
of falling prices must include all farmers. A few v/ho governed
their productive activity in the proper econom.ic proportion
with the fluctuation of prices would have any advantage wiped
away by the failure of the majority to exercise like conformity i
The necessity for an almost complete cooperative effort along
these lines has been one of the most compelling reasons for
government programs which would be all inclusive.
many farm products have entered a period of notioesble
ebbing demands^ The failing foreign msjrkets has been indicated
as one of the contributing factors to a farm problem. The loss
of fertile fields by the American farmer has also meant the
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loss of productive superiority in many crops. Cotton has been
particularly hard hit by the expansion of foreign production.
And at the some time nev/ industrial substitutes hs.ve added to
the plight of this crop v/hich at one time v/as an Americo.n
monopoly and indeed "king”. The change in Ai'iierican diet has
been considerable during the past one hundred years and today
people are consuming more cereals as against the meat and
potato diet of years ago. This change is expressed in the
chart on the follov/ing page as released by the Bureau of
Agricultural Econom.ics. And the extent to v;hich our exports
of our total production of various farm products has been
affected is indicated in the table v/hich follov;s. Export
percentages of the crops for different years show the severity
of the loss of foreign markets
.
Year Cotton Tobacco Lard V/heat
1914 65 47 48 20
1929 55 41 49 18
1935 50 56 17 4
1958 59 36 12 10
illthough our total production has increased over
these years the inability of the export m.arket to consum.e its
proportional share has left a surplus situation at home v/hich
has been aggravating to domestic productive efforts. Other
changes in our domestic consumptive habits which have affected
agriculture is the decline in the increase of population, the
decline in the use of horses ,;hich stood at some twenty one
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million in 1919 and but eleven million in 1959, and the
increased efficiency in the feeding of hogs and cattle. Also
the prohibition amendment eliminated the need for many acres
of grain and with its re"eal the farmers of grain products did
•I //
receive a noticable lift in. their economic status for a short
time. But on the other hand there have been some changes
which have tended to allevio.te the farmers' condition in the
greater use by industry of agricul’:ural products. The erctent
of this use is illustrated on the next page, and it is hoped
that through many research laboro.tories additional uses can
be found. Two fifths of the cotton is now used for clothing
and one fifth for household uses. The use of alchohol for
fuel purposes has added new demands for sugar and gro.in produciilin
The fact that these changes in demand are of m.ore consequence
to our agricultural economy than er’e similar changes in the
inductrial economy may be seen by the com.parison chart of
agricultural and industrial production. It will be noted that
the productivity of farm products has been relatively constant
throughout the period whereas industrial productivity has been
more responsive to price fluctus.tions and changing demands.
An explanation of what comprises the cVs.nges in the agriculturd
index rests wlt-h the fluctuations of m.any different products.
Grain on. the '."hole has declined since 1920 with the exception
of wheat in the years 1951 and 1958, Heat animals have done
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little more than held their own for the reason of the changing
diet of the American people. Cotton lncrea.sed greatly during
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the years 1921 to 1926
,
but since that time has declined due
to the advance of foreign techniques and the industrial sub-
stitutes* The great increc.se tendency in the total farm
production has been v/ith truck crops. In an effort to insure
at least a subsistence level of l?Lving farmers have tended to
make themselves more -self sufficient in the foodstuffs as again^
the one crop idea. This truck crop production has increased
by more than loO per cent during the past twenty years, j^hid
a similar condition lies in the fruit and da.iry production of
the country. A more cooperative marketing organization has
enabled the growers in these lines to profitably expand
production, but at the seme tim.e there have been many state
barriers v/hich have limited the distribution of the products.
These have been primarily in trucking and inspection laws of
the otates set up at the demand of strong state interests under
the police power. There has been a grec.tly expanded area of
cultivation which took place at the last world v/ar and did not
contract at its conclusion. The greatly accelerated technical
progress in farming has also contributed to the expansion of
m.any crops. The government as well as institutions of farm
research and education have entered nev; fields in the intensive
stage of agricultural production and their efforts have been
fruitful in the science of fertilizaion and the development of
livestock. -his technical advance has had its effect on the
labor requirements of farmers in their productive efforts.
The agricultural production in the United States v/as twenty se^s/
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per cent greater th o.n in 1910, but it was accomplished with
seven point five per cent fewer people. By 1929 the average
farmer produced 150 per cent m.ore than in 1870 and forty per
cent more than in. 1909 yet the labor requirement dropped
considerably, A summary of this changing labor condition is
indicated on the graph follov/ing. It has been estimated that
the physical output of the industrial worker increased by about
thirty nine per cent whereas that of the agricultural worker
has increased by about thirty four per cent. It should be
noted that this increasewhas not been equal in all phases of
agricultural production. A stable employment in the urban area
would of course tend to increase still further the m.echanizatior
of farms since a source of cheap labor would be removed. Some
indication as to the development of power traction for the facaj:
has been noted. The tractor was introduced at the time of the
last war and developed rapidly after 1920. by far more
important has been the development of complementary equipment
to be used with it. The purchase of this equipment by the
farmer has fluctuated with his income. During the depression
years, in an effort to save the cash cost of such power horses
and mules regained a little of their passing popularity. The
feed for the animals could be grovai by the farmers wieo used
them. ben the pov/er farmer v/as confronted with great surplus
crops, corn in particular, some of it was used for the
manufacture of alcjiiol fuel for tractors. The users of horses
and mules although saving the cash cost of the power suffered
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severe competition from the farmers v/ho used pouer and the net
result v/as a lov/er net income for them. By 1954 the increased
use of po'wer equipment became particularly noticeatOLe and in 195*'
the sales of pov/er implements -rarere twice as great as in 1920.
The effectiveness of the tractor depends largely upon the size
of the farm and the topography of the land. But even here
efforts have been made by implement manufacturers to offset
natures landscaping by the introduction of types with different
points of gravity to be used in the most suitable regions, ^he
smaller tractor has been of tremendous importance in recent
years. This development is intended to lessen the need for a
large farm for profitable use of power equipm.ent. These smaller
units are designed to be used on farms which normally required
two horses. Hence farms as small as forty and fifty acres have
been made suitable for tractor cultivation and at a profit to
the users. -hey have been made cheaper so that the small unit
novi retails at about f6o0 and means of installment purchasing
cjce available to the farmer at rates of about one half of one
per cent per month or six per cent per year. It is further
interesting to note that in addition to the rubber tired
feature of the tractor v/hich was introduced in 1955 they can
be purchased v;ith self starter, hydraulic lifts and sun canopioE
complete. There were about 10,000 tractors in 1910, 246,000
in 1920 and 1,600,000 in 1959. In spite of this tremendous
increase in their usage the census of 1950 indicates that about
eighty five per cent of the farms did not have power traction.
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The used automobile has served in developing' pov/er farming.
Lany farmers are unv/illing to purchase a tractor and yet
at the same time in order to compete v/ith their neighbors have
developed makeshift tractors from these used cars. By merely
putting over sized wheels on the rear and changing the gearing
a tractor has been made availaole to many v;ho could not
finance one regularly manufactured for farm use. It has been
estimated that there are some 2,000 such home made tractors
working in the state of Maine alone. In 1950 fifty eight per
cent of all the farms had automobiles as against thirty one per
cent in 1920. The availability of harvester combines, 4,000
in 1920 and lOOyOOO in 1958, mechanical pic-ers, buskers^
and such machinery has resulted in a decrease of fa.rm labor
requirements since the last v/ar by some twenty nine per cent.
This would seem to be yet another economic basis for the
decline of the share cropping system and by the introduction
of power it may not be in the too far future when this type
of farming will be completely extiTjct. The yield.s per crop
ha/s increased in all farm products and the increase in cotton
yields from 165 to 210 in the past twenty years is but typical
for the whole industry.
In a consideration of the economic basis for producti||)n
control of any industry some thought should be given to potenti
output. Efforts to appraise this possibility are extremely
varied and have been subjected to much speculation. The estimd:|s
based upon present knov/n technologies vary from twenty five to
I
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fifty per cent’* In 1929 fifty per cent of the farmers of the
United States produced nearly eighty nine per cent of the total
This group of farmers use mechanized and scientific methods,
and it is conceivable that with a certain amount of price
incentive they could produce the remaining eleven per cent.
But the potentialities of production become a reality only
when thett. is the :.eal demand for the production increment*
The production control that has been instituted in the field of
agriculture can be justified in the light of a comparison \7ith
other productive efforts, but the actual human need for an
increased production of farm commodities does apparently
exist. It is no fable that one third of the popul:. tion is
ill fed, ill clothed and ill housed. In 1955 tv/elve million
families or about forty two per cent of the total families of
the country received less than splyOOO annual income. Yet
these families purchased twp.njy six per cent of the total food
production of the country, four million of these families
spent only one dollar per week per person or about five cents
per meal. Certainly this \7ould seem to indicate that the real
demand for the potential production of agricultural commodities
exists, but v/e are burdened with surplus stores of many producis,
The pjroduction of manufactures, factory employment, and the
population increase does have an important bearing on the
consumption of farm products. So that a comparison may be
made with other graphs already included one indicating these
factors is being presented on the following page. The reason
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for these surplus goods lies in the over emphasis d::d dis-
proportionate productive efforts of the many smaller economic
sectors v;hich comprise the integrated whole. Specialization
and large scale operations are almost always the result of
technological changes. This has no less been true in our
agricultural economy. Farms devoted to wheat production
which have been most profitable from the point of view of
costs have been those of 2,500 acres. The trend in m^ass
methods has extended to the various distributive agencies as
in the instance of chain stores. The need for uniformity has
been a result Q.nd hence such distributive agencies have purchas
from large scale producers. This has meant that the smaller
farmer has had a greater difficulty in finding suitable
distribution outlets, so he has • turned to cooperatives to
better their bargaining positions. The extent to v;hich the
farmer and the distributor share in the retail prices of
farm coimnodities is illustrated by the graph indicated on the
next page. It can readily be seen that the process of
distribution is as expensive for the consumer o.s the actual
growing of the produce. The importance of cost in farming is
crucial to the success of Individual farmers and yet the spread
among different regions has been large. Theat costs per bushel
have varied from .49 to 1.91, corn from. .51 to 1.25, potatoes
.50 to 2.45 and cotton 5.5 to .16. The reasons for this wide
variance are sim.ilar to those of mnst any business, na.tive
ability, resourcefullness
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v/eather vagaries. Although the advance in the science of
agronomy is helpful to all farmers, it is nevertheless obvious
that the proportion of this aid is not evenly 3/-r:-ead throughout
agricultural regions. Farmers who are economically strong reap
greater benefits from such advances than do others. Large scale
farm.s have developed from the advances which have been mentionec
but this largeness has to an extent been limited. The eight
largest producers of v/heat, cotton^ and hogs actually produced
less than one per cent of the total of each product. This is
quiTe o. different situation thsv^ that which exists in industrid
production. There are few farms over 35,000 acres in size
and those that do exist are usually financed by outside intere±£
It is the middle sized diversified farms which produce most of
our agricultural materia.ls and these ane m.ore responsive to
price changes than those smaller and those larger.
The facts and figures which have been cited form the
nucleus of the farm problem and in fact the economic basis for
the agricultural production control programs. ’.Vhen one or more
sectors of our multi sectored economic system becomes unbalancec.
in relation to others economic action should be instituted
which will bring the whole into balance again. Industrial
sectors are better able to rea.djust the balance within their
ov/n admini £ tractive organizations and they have in fact attem.ptec.
to readjust others through price combines and the like to the
profit of some few of them. But farming is in a different
sphere and requires more positive action through an organ which
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can conrnicjid the attention and coopertaion of all farmers. It
would be best for farmers to undertake such action themselves,
but until such an administrative body is available it is to the
economic interest of the whole people that action by some one
be instituted which v/ill bring the entire economic system, of tt®
nation into balance once again.
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Chapter V
Solutions and Conclusions
The presence of the farm problem has, of course,
been recognized for a number of years and various attempts
have been made to solve it. It is not our purpose to examine
in any detail these "solutions” but certain economic aspects
of them should be indicated to show that steps in the funda-
mental production control systems are economically correct in
determining the real answer to the problem. Early suggestions
have been dealt with in the previous pages and we have learned
that they did not contribute to a wholsome future but rather
confused an already sore problem. But the real pressure has
com.e since the conclusion of the last war and the attempts
made to create an economical balance are m.ore pertinent to the
present and future of agriculture.
The cure-all elixir of the tariff fell upon willing
ears after the v;ar and there were many who thought that by
the mere passing of such a schedule that would be comparable
to those given our industrial sector, the problem \c uld be
solved. But little thought was given to the thesis that our
industrial life proceeded in spite of the tariff instead of
because of it. This same thesis was expressed as the Ause of
our great depression in that it was a result of the lack of
competition rather than because of it. V/e have already indicated
the effects of the lack of competition '.n one sector of our
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economy which deals v/ith another sector which is highly compet-
itive •
A protective tariff for agricultural comr.:odities was
passed by the United States in 1922, but its effect on the
problem was negligible. Surplus production v/as still the
insduable factor and to overcome this the Mcliary Haugen Bill
of 1926-7 /as offered for consideration. This Bill has been
redrafted and revised on numerous occasions, but the essential
feature of it in the name of an "equalization” fee rem.ained its
principle. This fee v/as to be collected from the producers
of agricultural exports to permit these products to be sold
abroad at world prices. It was in fact a ” dumping" policy.
Just enough of the exportable commodities were to be kept at
home to meet the demands of our domestic economy, and the loss
incurred by foreign selling was to be recouped by an assessment
on each pound or bushel of the different commodities sold by
the farmer. It v/as its purpose to raise the domestic price
above that of the world market price and at the same time
make the tariff an effective instrument of protection. The
farmer was supposed to meet the cost of the foreign selling,
but in fact the increased price would be passed, to the
ultimate consumer in the form of the higher domestic price
structure. There were many criticisms leveled at this and.
similar plans v;hich were offered. Price fixing, subsidies,
class legislation, an.d dumping were but a few of them.^
1. Stokdyk and V/est, The Farm Board, p, 124.
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The plan nas vetoed by both Presidents Goolidge and Hoover
principally on the dumping feature of it. This criticism was
a just one since the attitude of foreign countries would have
been but one of hostility and they v/ould have retaliated in
some way or another without doubt. It raised the prices of
the agricultural commodities and thus wouM have encouraged a
still greater production of these commodities and aggravated,
the over production condition of the farm industry. But still
faith './as maintained in the tariff as the solution and one
was passed in 1930 designed to pro ect the farmer. The
follov/ing table Indicates the great differences in the protect-
ion given by this later act c.s compared with the earlier one
passed in 1922.
Commodity
Butter
Cheese
heat i
Corn. .
.
Sugar .
fool . , .
Beef. . .
1922 rate
c en t s
8
5
8
50
15
1.89
.31
1930 rate
cents
14
7
10
42
25
2,14
29
6
?la:rseed 40 65
This list- of selected commodities clearly
of attempts that were being made to solve
1. Dumr;Teier and Heflebowerj Economics with
indicates the sort
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surplus production condition. Obviously they tended to e:^'pand
the productive process by allov/ing the entrance of nore sub
marginal, producers . This business of the tariff v/as ably
clarified by Henry A. Wallace when he pointed to the three
possible avenues of action that could be talcen in attacking the
whole problem.^ These were (1) Internationalism, or the abolition
of our protective policy; (2) nationalism, or the confining of
agricultural production of each commodity to the requirements
of the domestic market; or (3) a compromise, a definite plan of
partial tariff reduction on industrial products and a partial
contraction of agricultural production. Under the New Deal
the third alternative has been taken. But it was talcen as a
step tov;ard the first, many economists believe.
The Agricultural I.Iarketing Act of 1929 was passed in
another attempt to alleviate the farm situation. The purpose o;
the Act was e^rpressed in its preamble; "An Act to establish a
Federal Farm Board to promote the effective m.erchandising of
agricultural commodities in interstate and foreifgi commerce,
and to place agriculture on a basis of economic equality v;ith
other industries." Section 1 of the Act made a declaration
of policy which the Farm Board '.vas to follow in order to assist
the farmer in his plight. The. assistance was to be expressed
specifically by (1) minimizing speculation; (2) preventing
inefficient and wasteful methods of distribution; (3) encour-
aging the organization of producers into effective associations
or corporations under their own control for gre ter unity in
4I.
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1 '
marketing and by promoting the establishment .and financing of
a farm marketing system of producer ovmed and producer controll."
coopera^^ive associations and other agencies; (4) a.iding inc
preventing and controlling comii’odity surpluses. Hence the
v/ork of the board was to be in collaboration with the various
cooperative orga.nizations in the country. Its financing was
to come from a 500 million dollar fund provided by the nct.
The effect on the reduction of commodity surplus production
Y/as zero, but it d.id encourage the establishment of many
cooperative orgamizat ions . The eirtent of its failure to reach
the meat of the problem is e::pressed in the annual report of
the board published in 1931. “Stabilization involves selling
as v/ell as buying; producers must face this fact. Ilany people
have thought "stabilization" means to hold the price perman-
ently higher than it would, otherv/ise be. This can not be done
'Without control of production. The e:rperience of the board
shoY/s that with the existing organlza.t ions and legislation
it is not yet possible to control agricultural production.
Far’mers decide indmvid.ually Y/hat to grov/ on their farms; only
a minority have been able to follov/ the board’s sug.cestions
.
So long as farmers do not make the necessary readjustments,
emergency stabilization measures can give only temporary
relief."^ That Y;as the problem of the Farm Board as it Y;as
established in 1929 and in order to overcome some of the
m.ore pertinent economic problems additional legislation was
1. Annual Keport of the Pei'eral Farm Board 1951, Page 61.,
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The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 19oo v;as designed'
to m.eet the objections found by the F'arrn Board and at the scrrie
time established a Yardstick of "parity prices" in terms of
purchasing power in relation to industrial prices. In addition
to the broad powers which it gave the Secretary of Agriculture
and the establishment of this" parity" base it contained the
provision, for the control of agricultural production. The
restriction of fo.rm. output was to be accomplished through
making contracts with the farmier for that e:cpress purpose, end
he was to be recompensed through the collection of e::cise taares
from the processors of farm goods. The method of payment varld.
considerably v/ith each commodity involved in that some, as in the
case of cotton, provided for use of government otocks of the
product to be used in supplementary payments to cotton producere
The Act usLS originally designed to affect seven basic comnoditie
wheat, cotton, field born, hogs, rice, tobacco, ond milk and
its products. But needless to say this list was expanded quite
rapidly under politico.l pressure. The expansion of the producte
to be handled in this way ..as perhaps too great and too rapid
for the efficient operation of the Act. Plsns for the extensior
of the domestic market were undertaken with the government
financing the cost of the expansion. During the first yes-r
of operation the Act included some three miillion farm.ers who
came under its provisions voluntarily. This constituted about
one half of the farmers of the nation, 'ihey received 250 millio
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I
dollars for this cooperation, -^ut at the same time this
voluntary association by the farmers with the government v;as
not enough to provide an effective producfion control of the
national production ond consequently some degree of compulsion
v;as instituted for some crops. A ta:^ on the ginning of cotton
for example broi^ght many growers under the wing of the AilA,
’.vho otherwise would not have complied v;ith the provisions of tie
act, for vrith this tax they could ill afford to lose the benefi'
of the parity payments. A summoxy of the effects of the Act
v;ould indicate several factors which influenced the operation
of it. The early programs v;ere influenced to a considerable
degree by peculiar weather conditions. Prospects for a drought
in 1933 and a consequent short crop of './heat led to the
abandonment of the plow up campign which had been planned for
this cormnodity. And at the same time prospects for large
crops of other products led to the widening of the commodity
list under the control of the AAA. This happened in the instanx s
of rye and potatoes. Then as always there were various difficiii ies
of administration which hampered the operation of the Act.
As we know this Act was declared unconstitutional
in the Hoosac Ivlills co.se 1935. The feature of the processing
tax led to its unconstitutionality : ”the act is not an exertion
of the tailing power and the exaction is not a t ue tax...”^
Although this handicapped, the farm program somewhat it v;as not
long before a new Act was drafted and passed as the Agricult-
1. The AAA, 1955. Opinion of the Suprem.e Court of the U.S. Pg,5
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nral Adjustment Act of 1938. Congress decls.red the purpose
of this Act to be the conservation of the ration’s soil and
resources; the assistance in the marketing of farm products
for domestic consum.ption and export; to regulate interstate and
foreign comirerce in the various farm commodities; to minimize
price fluctations; the maintenance of food receives and the
assurance to the farmers of a fair share in the national
income. The Act was fundamentally the same as the original one
in its principle features of crop control. It did meet som.e
objections to the original act as well. For example the intere£
of the share cropper and the tenant farmers were specifically
included here whereas under the old act the benefits went to tl®
landlord. It established a system of crop insurance v,’hereby
farmer could insure their plantings, and the premiums for this
ins^’-ance to be paid in "kind". The "ever normal" granary
'./hich is the store house for yearly surplus crops to be used
in periods of lean years is another feature v/hich has been
emphasized in the latter act. The value of this granary m.ay
be important in our present war end certainly v.ill provide
the food to feed m.any thousands of v/ar stricken families in
other lands v/hen the fighting is over. It is not our purpose
to discuss in detail the objectives of any of these measures,
but it is worth v;hile indicating the results of its operations.
In the past eight years the Ii/iA has nearly doubled cash farm
income; it has undertaken a commendable task of conservation
through the development of irrigation projects, flood controls.
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reforestation and the elimination of certain sub marginal
farms; the establishment of the. ever normal granary is v.'ithout
question a benefit to the consumer and the producer alii© ;
it has attained, the cooperation of the si2^ million farmers v/ho
farm eighty per cent of the total farm land of the nation. The
background for this type of legislation has been expressed by
A.A.Berle, Jr.. ”There is no mystery about the econom.ics of
the New Deal. Tor several generations, governments ran their
affairs on the theory that natural economic forces balance
themiselves out. The law of supply and demand v/ould reguls-te
price. ’Then there '.vas too little supply, the price would go
up, and this would automatically increase the supply, ‘'.'.hen
there was too much, the price would go down, and this would
automatically decrease the supply. The efficient producer
would succeed, the inefficient would fail, and this would
keep the productive capacity of the country about in line
with the needs of consumption. V.’hen credit v/as needed, bankers
\;ould supply it; when too much credit had been extended, there
WS.S a period of general deflation cutting down the debt. All
this was comprehended in the governmental theory of the tim.e
which was really based on the classical economics of Adam
Smith .
"
'A tremendous foi’ce came into the v/orld in the
middle of the nineteenth century. It is usually tied up with
v/hat is called the industrial revolution and the advent of
large scale production. But we know now that the actual forces
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released ran further than tha.t. The power end force of organ-
ization had come into economics. Originally this collected
around great investments of capital in huge plants, such as
railroads, steel companies and the like. But as the economic
m-(^chinery adapted itself to the idea of great org8.nizations tc
run these plants, it became possible to have great organizations
only partly dependent upon such plants,
“This has led to a. revision in some of our economic
thinking. No longer can we rely on the economics of bala.nce to
talce care of human needs. The effect of organization will
distort and delay the forces leading to a balance to a degree
as yet unmeasured ,A big inefficient plant does not shut
down because it cannot make a profit. It reorganizes, cuts its
debt to nothing, and goes right ahead. Then it has no interest
charges to pay, and only a small investment. It can according!|r
undersell a more efficient producer, and drive him into
bankruptcy, too. And this is repeated all through the Industry,
There are many men who rest upon the hope that
greater use of agricultural products by industry will provide a
natural solution to the farm situation. The e:^tent of this use
is already tremendous end is growing fast. As each year passes
and new development are made in the field of plastics and chernis
the industrial consumption of fajcm produce mounts. Henry Ford
has tackled the T^roblem in this way: ” Business is only exchange
of goods; if we want the fo.rmer to be our customer, v;e must
find a way to be his custoriier”. This has been put into a
l..Dummeier and Eeflebower, ?. 694,
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practical effect, Ford total production of cars and trucks
now tops twenty eight million, and into every million units'
the following agricultural products are used;89.000.
000 pounds of cotton, the crop from 558,000 acres,
for making upholstery, Drake linings, timing gears and
safety glass,
800.000 bushels of corn, the harvest of 11,280 acres, for
rubber substitute, butyl alcohol and solvents, also for
core binder and binder for charcoal briquetts,
2.400.000 pounds of linseed oil, the yield of 17,500 acres
of fla:x, for making paints, core oil, soft soap and
glycerine
,
2.500.000 gallons of molasses, f:; om 12,500 acres of sugar
cane, for making anti freeze, shock absorber fluids and
solvents
,
3.200.000 pounds of v;ool, from 800,000 sheep, which go to
make upholstery, gaskets, anti rust, floor coverings and
lubricants,
1.500.000 square feet of leather, from 50,000 hea.d of
cattle, for making upholstery and hide glues,
20.000 hogs to supply 1,000,000 pounds of lard for
lubricants, oleic acid, and bristles for brushes.
350.000 pounds of mohair, from 87,500 goats, for making
pile fs-bric for upholstery.
.0 .
000 pounds of soybean oil, from the crop of 10,000
acres, for making the lustrous "and long 'wearing
,
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on Ford cars 1
There are many more smaller item.s as milk casein.
beesv/ajc, tung and castor oil v/hich are used in the manufacture
of Ford cars. This is typical of the automotive industry.
Ford has built experimental cars v/ith plastic bodies, the rav/
materials coming from the fermi. The result ..as that they will
absorb without denting a blov/ ten times as great as steel will
stand. The practical production problons have about been
solved and ’.1 th question many of these will be on the highways
before many years have passed.
large industrial consumer of a gricultural products, " The
Du Pont Company in 1939 purchased farm products for Chemical
consumption amounting in volume to 274,488,000 pounds with a
cost value of ^^14,520, 000” . The advancement of chemistry then
rneons a lot to agriculture. The consumption of these products
by the' Du Font Compands was as follows;
Vegetable Oils 41,365,000 Pounds
Com Products 12,855,000 Pounds
\7ood Pulp 141,000,000 Pounds
Turpentine and Pine Rosin 8,416,000 Pounds
Linters and Purified Cotton 59,400,000 Pounds
Cotton fabrics, yarn etc 11,452,000 Pounds^
It is obvious that sucrh consumption means a great deal to the
farm population and will provide an even greater market in the
1*. James Sweinhart, Ford and the Coming Agrindustrial Age,Pg, 4,
The Du Pont Company is yet another example of a
2. L, F
addres

future
The proposed solutions that have been presented here
are typical of the many that have been offered. The problem
itself is a peculiar one and might be classified in the
same category as unemploym.ent . Llost economists regard them
both as long term problems when in fact they are very real
from the short term point of view. There is no question as
to the ultimate solution of unemploymient through technological
growth but at the same time it is unwise to neglect the
temporary economic maladjustment v/hich is created. So it is
with the problem of agricultural surplus production. Over a
period of years there is no doubt that m.any of the less
efficient producers will drop from the field, but until they
do the condition for the entire industry is bogged. '.7e have
seen that the situation has persisted since the conclusion of
the last world war until very recently and yet the production
surplus for those fifteen years has continually mounted. The
fact that farming is som.ething more than a business; it is a
way of life is extremely important* in considering its economical
Lien of years gone by were legally oound to the soil, and today
they seem to be morally bound to it and are reluctant to leave
it and what it means, fe have seen how the sharecropper who
being throv.n out of his farm has turned to the job of the
migrating farm laborer rather than turning to the urban areas
for full time employment, naturally in an industrial economy
he v.ould contact this economic sector at different neriods. but
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his principle interest is with the farm. In an effort to
maintain his home and land the farmer in the face of falling
prices has not restricted his output to offset the declining
demand, but rather he has attempted to increase his production
in order to realize the same net return. This of course is
predicated upon the belief that he can market the additional
production at the lower price. Tj^^e result is a still lower
price and a greater surplus which is harmful in the follov/ing
{
Z-eo.i^E price structure in farm commodities. The cost of
expanding production is slight, but the possible loss of a
contracted product! n may be very great. The highly competitive
nature of the industry has created an almost inherent charact-
eristic of expansion. The farmer has one ^ye on his own
production and the other on his neighbor miles away. Unlike
our industrial economy where the com.petition is not so
extensive as to limit the possibility of some production agree-
rnient, the farm economy is divided into numerous units where
the fixed costs are relatively high and the variablse costs
low. This has had its effect on the prices the farmer has had
to pay for the goods he consumes, and this competitive price
has declined in relation to the less competitive price of his
industrial neighbor. This has meant a lov/er share in the
total national income and a distinct disadvantage in purchasing
power ability. The problem is obviously one of production
regulation to meet the demands of the various markets. That is
how our industrial economy operates and it is fundamental in
iO- J*'*. t . I /i tvf i ,t > ' a ' f ’.
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any economic cystem. The ability to forecast demand as well as
total production is one of e^ctrem.e difficulty in agriculture.
Certainly any one farmer is less able to judge such conditions
in his field tho.n is the avero.ge business man in most s.ny
industrial product. It is likewise difficult for the farmer
to view a policy of a restricted production with enlightenment
unless he is assured that his com.petdtors are follov/ing a
sim.ilar policy.
It therefore follov;s that in attacking the situation
at its root of production the plan mi^st be all inclusive or
nearly so. The AAA has covered about eighty per cent of the
cultivated acrea.ge of the countr'y, and yet many feel that this
is not enough. It has been difficult to judge the success of
this legislation for varying reasons, but there can be no
question that it has assisted to a degree at least. Its rea.1
economic fault lies in its fa,ilure to remove sub m.arginal
lend fast enough from production. This has been recognized
and efforts have been made to "speed up" the process, and it
is expected that nev/ irrigation projects will enable a more
complete rehabilitation of the farmers who are being removed
from this sub marginal land. It would be preferable that the
farmers do the job of restricted production or an adjusstment
of production to par^allel the demand schedule themselves.
The Farm Board in assisting the development of self organizatiori
for the farmer created this possibility, but it was to no avail
This adjustm.ent of production then must come from som.e other
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agency which is central enough to be in close touch with the
whole situation. The cost of administering such a program
will bear fruit upon its completion, and it need not go on
for an indefinite period, for once parity has been attained
the plan should be nearly self- operating. It will result in a
balance of our entire economy with a consequent greater total
demand schedule for the productive resources of the nation.
The difficulties of administering a planned production are not
easily appraised, but certainly they cannot be met without
ingenuity for the furtherance of a society based upon economic
equality and justice for all divisions of our civilization.
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Abstract
The vast area available for fajrm use and the p;reat
wealth of natural resources open to human es:ploitation has had
a tremendous effect upon the agricultural process in this
country. The early settlers in Virginia and the New England
coast quite naturally took the open road to the v/ay of family
autonomy by using the ...ost fertile fields for their farms.
They tried to avoid the huge task of clearing land, but rather
took the bed of the river valleys in an effort to reach a full
degree of self-sufficiency, There there were several groups of
families there was generally a common warehouse and grazing
ground for the collective herds of livestock. After the fear
of Indian reprisals had subsided in vhe m.inds of these early
farm.ers they e^cpanded operations to include still more land
leaving the old fields of cultivation after robbing the soil
of its nutriment. Ho particular effort v/as made to restore
the fertility of the ground for the fact of great abundancy
of it. It is only in recent decades that this expansion had
ceased. Until this point had been reached farmer ovmership
of operated land v/as well above eighty per cent as compared
with the present figure of about forty per cent.
Coincident with this growth in the agricultural
development of the country, was the expansion of the industrial
process. The grov/th of textile mills and other forms of early
industry went beyond the phase of providing for the community.
They entered into the field of commerce and direct competition
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v/ith plants in this and in other lands. The advent of the
middleman v/ho traded on price and took advantage of the play of
supply and demand, encouraged cheap labor and contributed to
the beginning of scientific ma.nagement. Business in frantic
efforts to survive sent representatives to Europe to advertize
the advriitages of the New V/orld and in this v/ay fostered large
waves of immigration which would provide the cheap labor
required to meet competition. People became speculative minded
and land prices in the crowded areas soared to new highs.
With the centralization of population and the development of bi^
Industries there came a decline in farmer owned farms. The
great American Telephone and Telegraph Company and its four
hundred thousand employees is an e:i:ample of the tendency of the
t ime s
.
The farmer caught the spirit of the era and the one
crop cultivation idea was the new order. Ke no longer was
providing the essentials but was ejcpending his complete effort
in the one crop and purchasing his other requirements. Even
the family garden with its many vegetables raised for home use
was waning. The farmer felt the fluctuations in the demand
and supply as a result of wars. Pie responded to the lure of
land speculation when the demand was at its peak in the V/orld
’ar period. Production increased and even continued to do so
after the artificial demand had ceased, .The farm income declinec
and debt increased to the ewtent that by 1935 the farm group
was in debt to the tune of .^8,500,000,000 v/hich was equal to
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fifty per cent of the total estimated value of all farm land
and buildiiif''s in the country. Any reduction in the debt came
as a result of foreclosures. The Depa.rtment of Agriculture
has estimated that during this time many farms were mortgaged
to over one hundred per cent of their true value and hardly
any were mortgaged less than tv/enty five per cent of the
valuation. The farm income had decreased by tv;o-thirds. The
individual farmer incomie was about thirty eight per cent of thai
average. This represents a comirurison of about .y270 to jVoO
average. The problem is emphasized in the light of an inelastic
demand for farm production. The degree of this inelasticity
which will prevail in the future rests largely with the
development of industrial uses for farm production. This new
chemurgy promises to reflect itself more and more in the
American Farm policy.
The per capita production of farm produce has increa.scd
by about sixty per cent since 1880. The reason has been largely
due to v/ar demands. And at the same tim.e farm, production has sc en
a changing demand over the last decade. T'ith the widespread
use of the tractor millions of acres are no longer required to
raise hay for drayage a.nimals. These acres and others were
used for the production of food thus aggravating an already sore
situation. This over production brought lower prices for farm
commodities yet did not greatly affect a greater demand as a
result of the lov/er price. At the same time prices of the
items that farmers purchased increased greatly during the
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great lending era of artificial prosperity in the 1920’ s.
The mechanism of the farm has become a fact since
the last ’'^orld ar and the v/idespread use of farm machinery
has complicated the short term aspects of the farm problem.
In 1918 there were about 80,000 tractors in use, snd in 1930
there were over one million. Yet only about eighteen per cent
of the farms enjoy the advantages of electrification, and a lik(
small percentage have the use of modern sanitation facilities.
The cost to the Individual farmer for farm machinery is great,
but the cost of not having it is greater in this sphere of
severe competition.
The whole farm situation reached a clima.x in the
early days of the depression. At the time of heavy mortgage
foreclosures many alo.rming methods were used by farmers to
thwart these actions by banlcs and others who held equity in rnosi
of the fo.rms of the nation. The state militia of lov/a had to b(
called to prevent rioting and intimidation. Frantically the
politicians for the lack of any constructive legislative
programs simply passed laws suspending all foreclosures. One
judge v/ho questioned the legality of such a procedure was forcilllly
removed from his home and threatened with a hanging if his
judicial opinions persisted in this direction. In desperation
many minds turned to efforts made in the past to relieve the
problem of farm over production. They found many things.
First attempts at action were built around the
tariff. The United States passed an agricultural tariff in 1922
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but its effect on the problem v/as negligible. Surplus product-
ion was still the insoluable factor. The McHary-Haugen
“equalization fee” and its "dumping” suggestions failed to
consider foreign reactions. Our loss of a foreign market \70uld
be emphasized by such a policy. The 1950 tariff increased rates
but the problem v;as not decreased at alT. The Farm. Board had
the power to study the problem, but beyond this its activities
were very limited. The sponsorship of cooperatives v/o.s helpful
to a degree but the net total result did not alleviate the
condition at all.
The price pegging attempts in camphor, nitra.tes,
potash, coffee, silk, ’./heat, sugcj?, a.nd rubber by other countries
taught us a very fundamental lesson in economics. Beyond the
price lies the production which invariably influences price
relationships, no matter what control devices are devised.
The case for production control is indeed strongly
presented b^* the facts. Industry controls its production
through the "administered” price system in times of business
adversity and so should the farmer if he expects to have an
equal share in the national income.
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